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PHASE 11ALONE STOPS
NO ONE FROM GRADUATING

I

Action Creates Five D~istributionI Fields
and Reduces HASS-D Offerings

I

HUMANITIES MINOR APPROVED

No seniors will be prevented from graduation solely because of the Institute Writing
Requirement, according to
Bonnie J. Walters, coordinator of the writing requirement. Four students in the
senior class did not complete
.the writing requirement, but
there were other reasons in
addition to the requirement
which-~held those students
back) Walters said.
"I'mn very pleased," Walters said of the success of the
Class of 1987, the first graduating class obligated to fulfill
the writing requirement. She
said& the Committee on the
Writing Requirement would
try harder to get students
with writing problems into
writing classes, hinting that
further changes might be
made to strengthen the requirement.

6,

Theodore M. Edison '23, son of Thomas, gets his diploma. (Wide
World Photo courtesy Francis E. Wylie, MIT in Perspective)

(By Katie Schwarz)

The faculty approved a revised humanities,
arts and social sciences distribution requirement
at its meeting May 20, voting to adopt a new
proposal made by the Committee on the Undergraduxate Program after its original plan ran into

controversy.

SEEIEASE
M1IT TO
IPAPERSI
TENURE
Noble Will See Signatures
on Peer' Evaluations
HOPES TO SHO>W DECISIO}N WAS "POLITICALV
(By Ben Z. Stanger)

A Massachusetts Superior -Courtjudge ruled
last month that MIT must release documents
pertaining to the decision to deny tenure to former MIT faculty member David F. Noble.
Noble, now a professor at
Drexel University, filed a $1.5
million suit against MIT last
September, charging the Institute with breaching his contract and suppressing his First
Amendment rights by denying
him tenure on political rather
than academic factors. Noble
had been an assistant professor in the Program in Science,
Technology, and Society.
Justice William H. Welch rejected MIT's claim that the
tenure process is privileged
and ordered the Institute to
provide Noble with all information concerning his tenure denial. MIT had objected to releasing several documents on
the grounds that academic
peer review is confidential.
Noble's attorney, Lynne Bernabei, said she hopes the decision will enable Noble to show
the denial of tenure was "political."
MIT's attorney, Robert Sulli-
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SEEK CONTRACT

van, last month said MIT had
turned over 98 percent of the Negotiation
Over Work Schedule;
Stalled
documents requested by Noble
Officers Charge Discrirmination
before the decision.
MIT spokesman Kenneth D.
OLIVIERI SAID TO RETIRE
Campbell said Noble already
had essentially all of the docu(By Thomas T. Huanxg)
ments - including peer evaluaIt has been one year since the labor contract
tion statements - and lacked
between the MIT Campus Police and the MIT adonly the authors' names.
(Continued on page 23)
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Institute Among 43
Rejecting "Earmarked"
Congressional Grants
(By Katie Schlwarz)
MIT joined 42 other universities in the Association of
American Universities in
agreeing to refuse congressional grants that did not go
through competitive scientific
review, said Provost John M.
Deutch '6 1.
These so-called "earmarked"
grants are introduced by members of Congress for particular
purposes, especially building or
renovating research facilities.
An investigation by six academic societies last March
found growing reliance on earmarked grants, which have
mushroomed to $137 million in
1985 from $3 million in 1982,
according to the New York
Times.

(Continued on page 22)

ministration expired. While the two parties have
started renegotiating a new agreement, the
slow-moving discussions have now been stalled
by a dispute over the number of days an officer
must work each week, according to an adminis-

MIT WILL REFUSE
DISPUTED GRANTS tration official who did not wish to be named.

(Continued on page' 23).
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The essence of the new requirement is the commitment
to a small number of high-quality classes- introducing students to the breadth and divlersity of knowledge, MacVicar
said.
The CUP's new proposal sets
no specific limit on the number
of distribution subjects. The
cap of 50 subjects in its original proposal, introduced in
March, drew considerable criticism from students and faculty
who wanted to preserve as
great a variety of classes as
possible. '
There has not been much
thought yet as to how many
HASS-D classes there will ac-

This new requirement, which
includes a reduced number of
distribution categories intended to ensure that students take
a broad selection of distribution subjects, represents only
the first of many steps toward
a more integrated education,
Dean for Undergraduate Education Margaret L. A. MacVicar '65 emphasized at the
meeting.

The dispute comes amid increasing discontent amnong patrol officers who bring forth allegations of overwork, racial
discrimination and unfair promotion procedures. It also

(By Andrew L. Fish)
Cambridge is likely to pass a
law this summer which will ban
certlain laboratory animal
tests, but the ordinance will
apparently not aff ect any Cambridge businesses nor any scientific laboratories.
On -May 19, the Cambridge
iI
I

(Continued on page 2)

-

reports that Campus Police
Chief Jarmes Olivieri, who has
been at MIT for over 30 years,
will retire in a matter of
weeks.
"Somewhere, there was a
breakdown," said Patrolman
Ted Lewis, a black police officer who is currently trying to
bring a grievance against Olivieri for alleged discriminatory
treatment. "For all that we're
required to do, labor relationshas not come up with a suitable contract that says that
MIT appreciates us."
In the rneanltime, the previous contract, which expired
last June, still remains in effect
by verbal agreement between
the two parties, said Senior
Vice President William R.
Dickson '56.
"The discussions have gone
on long enough," said Dickson,
whose office oversees the Campus Police. "The two sides

COUNCIL
CAMBRIDGE
BARS ANIMAL TESTS
City Order Will Not
Affect Scientific or
Medical Research

_

r comes in the face of unofficial

(Continued on page 2)

DEC Head Olsen Will
Deliver Address
(By Ben Z. Stanger)
A total of 1762 graduates
will ascend the podium at
MIT's 121st commencement
exercises today to receive a total of 1929 degrees.
Kenneth H. Olsen 550, president and founder of the Digital
Equipment Corporation, will
deliver the commencement address to the graduates and the
audience of about 8000. [see

(Cnine onpg

1

Commencement Speaker Kenneth B. OIen,'50 (Photo cour-

tesy MIT News Office)
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509 graduate at
By Robert E. Malchnman
Numerous graduates, faculty
members and students peacefully
protested apartheid and Wellesley
College's continued investment in
companies doing business in
South Africa at the College's
commencement Friday.
The College graduated 509
women at its 109th commencement exercises. US Secretary of
Transportation Elizabeth H.
Dole delivered the commencement address.
Approximately half the faculty
members wore signs tied around
their necks promoting divestment
or printed with the names of people who died in detention in
South Africa. The faculty has
voted to recommend the College's
trustees divest.
Half the graduates wore red
and black ribbons over their
robes to urge divestment. Senior
speaker Melissa Sparks concluded her address by demanding that
Wellesley 'divest now!"
Other students held a protest
banner for the trustees to see as
they mounted the stage and
placed another banner out the
window of a building overlooking
the event.
The Ad Hoc Committee for

Secretary of Transportation
Elizabeth Dole.

Divestment and the Radical Caucus of Faculty and Staff organized the signs-and ribbons, said
Chris McGee W'88, a member of
the ad hioc committee. Sixty percent of the students voted for divestment during College Government elections this year, she said.
"A college that prides itself on
humanity and tolerance" should
not invest with companies in
South Africa, McGee said. "I
find it appalling that we seek
profits over the rights of people
to live in dignity."

College President Nannerl O.
Keohane charged the graduates
to go forth with courage, tolerance and principles.
"[T]olerance without principle
is ultimately meaningless," Keohane said. "To be simply tolerant
of all beliefs and points of view
and values, without believing that
some things are truer, more important, more worth serving and
worth fighting for than others,
means that you would be a person without commitment or principle, indeed, a person without
personality."
Sparks criticized the "high
walls" people construct around
themselves to avoid dealing with
painful or uncomfortable issues.
She cited South Africa and the
treatment of Native Americans as
examples of issues that challenge
people's comfort and are therefore often avoided.
Sparks told her classmates that
.persona' risk will have to be an
issue for every member of this institution" if Wellesley is to progress as a diverse community.
"Over my four years here I

-·-C~aC--·*--
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The front page of this
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special commencement issue was composed in the
style of The Tech in 1919.
T . . I Ii

comment regarding the imnpasse.
Oilvien confirmed that the administration had sent out a proposal on May I8, but he said that
the administration had not yet received a reply. He did not mention any ultimatum.
Olivieri may retire;
officers c°iize promotion policy
Meanwhile, a number of Campus Police officers, who wished to
remain nameless, have alleged
that Olivieri is planning to take
early retirement by the end of the
month, but Olivieri would not
confirm it.
Recent action on the part of
some Campus Police officers reveals internal dissension over Olivieri's promotion practices. Conway called it a "caste system," in
which Olivieri selects for promotion a certain number of officers
recommended by his sergeants.
According to Conway, Patrolmen Joseph Fratto and Brent
Nelson have filed individual
grievances against Olivieri, claiming that, even though they are
qualified, they have been bypassed by officers who lack seniority.
Lewis, moreover, claimed that,
after 14 years and 33 promotions, not one black police officer
has been promoted. There are
five black officers on the staff
and only one is a supervising officer, he said.
Conway said that in the recent
grievance proceedings of Fratto
and Nelson, Fandel revealed that
the reason that one black officer
was promoted was to follow affiltmative action.
But the real dilemma, said Patrolman Clarence Henniger, is
that so many talented young officers join the force only to discover the discriminatory treatment
that they must face from those in
charge. Then they transfer to a
police force that they believe will
treat them better.
Henniger described an incident
involving an experienced black
officer: Olivieri had said that if
the officer desired promotion, he
should go elsewhere. But just a
few months later, a less experienced white officer was promoted, Henniger said.

-~M
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Yellesley
have in actuality gotten better at
taking the personal risk of being
embarassed and completely
wrong," Sparks said. "l have got-

ten better at managing the fear
and anxiety."
She invited the audience to "be
bold" by taking personal risks
and not avoiding uncomfortable
issues.
Dole praised the virtues of living in freedom in America, acknowledged the wisdom of and
the "timeless beliefs embraced"
by the Founding Fathers, and
challenged the graduates to serve
the country.
"Let us not only preserve [the
Founding Fathers'] past," Dole
said, "let us make certain that
the present is worthy of preservation, so that in another 200
Beth Barton
years, our descendants can say as
Nan
Keohahe
addresses
the
Wellesley
graduates
while
Elizaproudly as we do today, 'I am an
beth
Dole,
holding
flowers,
prepares
for
her
speech.
American.' "

DEC founder will address graduates
By Andrew L. Fish
Kenneth H. Olsen '50, the
founder of Digital Equipment
Corporation, will deliver the address at MIT's 121st commencement exercises today in Killian
Court. Olsen received his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering in 1950 and a master's degree'
from MIT in 1952.
Olsen, who is described by Fortune magazine as "America's
most successful entrepreneur,"
has served as the president of
DEC since its founding in 1957.
Under his direction the company
has grown from three employees

Campus Police labor talks stalled
(Confinued from page 1)
have become very polarized. But
I hope it will be resolved soon."
On May 18, the administration
sent the MIT Campus Police Association - the union for the police officers - an ultimatum to
accept the proposed contract, according to Patrolman Paul Conway, president of the Association.
James J. Fandel, manager of
MIT labor relations, sent Conway a letter stating that if the
union did not accept the proposal, the previous contract would
be dissolved in one week, on May
26. The Institute's bargaining
team includes Fandel, Olivieri,
Michael J. Parr, assistant manager of labor relations, and Captain Anne P. Glavin, according to
Glavin.
No such action has taken
place, however, said Conway. He
intends to inform Fandel that, by
previous agreement, such notice
should be given 60 days in advance by registered mail. Conway
acknowledged that if the Institute
did try to correctly dissolve the
contract, he did not know how
he could fight it.
Conway said that he felt the
Association was cornered, because the administration simply
"will not budge" ore the work
schedule issue, and it will not discuss the matter any further. The
Association apparently has no
means of recourse, as the current
contract states in Article 18 that
"during the term of this Agreement, or any renewal or extension thereof, there shall' be no
strikes, picketing, slowdowns,
stoppages or lockouts."
But Conway also explained
that the union is reluctant to
strike because it feels that any
work stoppage would violate its
promise to the community to
adequately protect it at all times.
Fandel and Parr were in a
meeting late Friday afternoon
and could not be reached for

c---~a---~-III
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Conway concurred with this
view. "Last year we lost one of
the most talented black officers I
have seen in all my days on the
force. He went to [the Waltham
police force] because we made no
effort to keep him."
Conway also said that the
Campus Police are experiencing
more stress, because they are
working longer hours and covering larger patrol areas, as the
force has shrunk in recent years.
The Campus Police have lost at
least five officers to death and retirement in the past five years,
Lewis said.
Such on-the-job stress is why
the Association is seeking a fourand-two work schedule, in which
officers would work 81/2-hour

shifts for four days and then get
two days off. Currently, officers
work 8-hour shifts for five days
and then get two days off. But the
contract that the Institute has
proposed contains no changes in
the work schedule.
This request has become the
focal point of disagreement between the two parties, according
to Conway, other police officers,
and the administration source.
The Institute claims that the
four-and-two work schedule increases inflexibility by decreasing
the number of staff available for
a given day, said Conway. The Institute also resists a schedule that
would allow the officers to have
17 more days off, he said.
Yet of all public and private
police forces inside Route 128,
only Harvard University and
MIT maintain the five-and-two
schedule, he said. Conway
claimed that the four-and-two
schedule could be implemented
without an increase in cost or
manpower, and that, over a 56day cycle, officers would average
the 40 hours per week that they
put in under the current system.
Lewis said that the Campus
Police officers are committed to
doing more than municipal police, because they must deal with
students In a learning environment. -What you've got to try to
understand is that we care about
MIT. We've often gone above
and beyond duty to serve the
community."

in 8500 square feet of rented
space to become the world's leading manufacturer of networked
computer systems with more than
100,000 employees and over 32
million square feet of space in 59
companies.
Olsen picked up his first formal training in electrical engineering while serving in the Navy
during World War II. After entering MIT in 1947 Olsen worked
on the research team building
MIT's first computer. As a-graduate student, Olsen worked on the
design of the SAGE air defense
system. Before founding DEC,
Olsen was on the staff of MIT's
Digital Computer Laboratory for
seven years.
Olsen has remained active in
MIT affairs as a member of the
MIT Corporation and several visiting committees. He currently
serves on the visiting committee
for the department of electrical
engineering and computer science
and has served on the visiting
committees for the departments
of mechanical engineering and
aeronautics and astronautics and
the MIT Libraries.
In 1976 Olsen received a MIT
Corporate Leadership Award,

which recognizes distinguished
corporate leadership by MIT
alumni.
Olsen serves as a director of
the Polaroid Corporation and the
Ford Motor Company. He is a
member of the board of trustees
of Gordon College and the Corporation of the Wentworth Institute of Technology.
He is also a member of the
Corporation and advisory vicepresident of the Joslin Diabetes
Foundation of Boston; a member
of the Corporation of the Museum of Science, Boston; a member of the Massachusetts Business
Development Council; a former
member of the Governor's Management Task Force; and a Deacon of the Park Street Church,
Boston.
Olsen has served on on the
Computer Science and Engineering Board of the National Academy of Sciences and on the President's
Science
Advisory
Committee. He.is a fellow of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering and the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and a member of the
National Academy of Engineering.

Cambridge council bans
disputed animal tests
(Contfinued from page 1)
hold products, but does not affect medical or scientific research.
Neither test is currently being
used commercially in Cambridge,
so the order will have only symbolic impact.

The LD-50 test measures the
toxicity of substances by determining the dose of a substance
which will kill half the population of a test group of animals.
The Draize test is used to determine whether substances cause
eye irritation. A concentrated
dose of the substance is placed in
the eyes of rabbits and the degree
of irritation is measured.
The order approved May 22 is
a weaker version of restrictions
proposed by the Cambridge
Committee for Responsible Research. But MIT Kesearch Scientist Gul Agha, head of the committee, praised the council's
action as a "goodwill gesture."
The tests in question had no
medical value of benefit for human health, and the order "gives
a clear message that cruelty to
animals will not be accepted,"
Agha said.
But Professor Jerome Y. Lettvin argued the committee's goals
were to "shackle biological and
medical research." In a column in
The Boston Globe, Lettvin said
that passing even symbolic legislation would ensure redoubled
pressure for more extreme regulations' He further asserted that

"....

the banned tests are needed to
ensure human safety.
Lettvin said the LD-50 test is
important because of the often
"unpredictable cooperation of
compounds in a mixture" which
can make them more dangerous
than otherwise predicted. Rodents as whole animals are better
indicators for toxicity than specialized cells, and are therefore
needed in the testing process.
Sacrificing the eyes of an animal
in the Draise test was preferable
to taking chances with human
eyes, Lettvin added.
Lettvin attac:Ked proponents of
the testing restriction for being
concerned only about the lives of
laboratory rodents. He noted
that free and caged rodents do
not differ in their nature, "but
for some social reason the free
ones are classed as vermin, and
there is an open season on them."
Wholesale slaughter of vermine is
acceptable, but using these animals for consumer protection
would be criminal if the order becomes law, Lettvin argued.
Finally, he attacked the plan as
placing the lives of rats above the
lives of humans.
In addition to the order passed
May 22. the council is considering a wide range of animal-rights
legislation, including the formation of a separate agency to oversee animal testing and a law that
would add a city-appointed member to internal'animal care committees at institutions conducting
animal 'research.
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US and other forces could be used
to protect Persian Gulf shipping
VWe~st German flies to

Kremlin

West German officials have been given permission to
visit Mdatthias Rust, the 19-year-old West German pilot
who flew a small plane from Helsinki, Finland, to Moscow and landed in Red Square Thursday.
Earlier the Kremlin fired Defense Minister Sergei Sokolov and Air Defense Chief Alexander Koldunov. At a special Politboro meeting Saturday, the two were blamed for
the embarrassing incident. The Soviet Union was celebrating Border Guards' Day on Thursday.
Despite criticism concerning the incident, former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski said the United States could take a lesson from the Soviet disciplinary
action. He noted that in the wake of the Marine embassy
guard scandal and the Iraqi attack of the USS Stark no
one has been fired.

Sources said President Reagan has OK'd a plan that
will probably boost a Navy task force to protect shipping
in the Persian Gulf. The plan reportedly calls for sufficient
US military force to permit retaliatory strikes if there is
an attack. Sources explained the operation would probably mean the addition of a sophisticated air-defense
cruiser and two other ships to the Navy's Mideast task
force.

Senate majority leader Robert Byrd (D-WY) said Congress is going to require the Administration to give it advance notice of US actions in the Persian Gulf. However,
an administration official, speaking anonymously, said an
agreement has been reached under which the administration could put Kuwaiti tankers under US protection then report to Congress.
The Iranian ambassador to Britain warnled that this
proposal might cause the United States to suffer 'another
humiliation" similar to the attack on the USS Stark, only
this time at the hands of Iran.

"Twilight Zone" director innocent
Reagan urges

AIDS, testing

President Reagan is urging a three-pronged approach to
battle Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome - testing,
compassion, and science. In his first major speech on the
subject, Reagan said he is ordering that all federal prisoners be tested for the disease and is urging states to start
offering AIDS tests for those getting marriage licenses.
Speaking before the American Foundation for AIDS research last night, Reagan urged compassion for those who
have the deadly disease, saying 'this is a battle against
disease, not against our fellow Americans." The president
said his administration is doing everything it can to speed
the development of AIDS drugs.
The Reagan administrations AIDS policy has come ill
for considerable criticism. Yesterday Congressman Henry
Waxman (D-CA) told NBC emphasis on testing could detract from efforts to educate people about the facts of the
deadly disease.
Federal officials and health economists have estimated
that AIDS will cost the nation $10-15 billion a year by
1991.

Conwtra aid was ordered despite ban
Former CIA station chief Joe Fernandez spoke privately
with Iran-contrainvestigators Friday. Congressman Henry

Hyde says Fernandez generally confirmed that officials in
Washington ordered help for Nicaraguan rebels during
the Congressional ban on such aid.

Reagan dismisses world-wide
short-range missile ban
President Reagan reportedly has rejected advice that he
push for eliminating medium range missiles worldwide.
The Washington Post quoted White House Chief of Staff
Howard Baker as saying the idea came from Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger. The superpowers are negotiating a treaty that would eliminate the missiles in Europe,
but the Soviets have balked at an international ban.

Japanese auto executives
plan Michigan school
A group of Japanese auto executives have announced
,the opening of a Japanese language junior college for
women. The school will be near a new Mazda motor plant
in Michigan. It will accomodate up to 200 students.

RulbesO

By Leigh Rubin
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Movie director John Landis and four associates were all
found innocent of involuntary manslaughter in the deaths
of actor Vic Morrow and two children. The case stemmed
from a 1982 helicopter accident that occured during
shooting for the film "The Twilight Zone: The Movie."s
During a special effects scenlce, a helicopter was engulfed
in a fireball and fell on Morrow and th~e children.

FAA head claims skies a-re safe
The head o~f the Federal Aviation Administration said
that despite increasing reports of near collisions US skies
are safe. B~ut Donald Engen told ABC more major airports are npeeded. Meanwhile, in a CBS interview another
transportation official said there was "cause for alarm."
National Transportation Safety Board Chairman James
Burnett said the FAA has to be careful not to put too
much emphasis on easing airline delays at the expense of
safety.

S~ally Ride leaves NIASA
Sally K. Ride, the first American woman in space, will
leave the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
after nine years. Ride is leaving the agency in August to
take a Stanford University fellowship on arms control and
national security policy. Ride would not comment on her
reasons for leaving NASAL, but collegues suggests the explosion of the Challenger last year may have played a
role.

Tucker to be executed
The US Supreme Court has cleared the way for the execution of William Boyd Tucker in Georgia's electric
chair. Tucker was convicted of killing a pregnant newlywed a decade ago.
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Allies may aid USi effort in Gulf
Britain's Prime Minister said she would consider helping the United States defend Persian Gulf shipping. Margaret Thatcher's comments came as US officials announced the Reagan Administration is exploring military
cooperation with its European allies. They said Europe
and Japan might also be asked to contribute money toward patrolling the Gulf's oil lanes.
Western Europe and Japan rely more than the United
States on Persian Gulf oil - but analysts report a long
disruption of shipments would drive prices up for all.
They claim this is not likely to happen, since the United
States and the Soviet Union have been showing a resolve
in making sure the Gulf oil flow continues.

Fiji Minister sues to regain-power
Fiji's deposed Prime Minister has filed suit in his nation's supreme court to reclaim his power. The lawsuit
contends the interim government now in control is illegal
because it resulted from the army coup earlier this month
that ousted him.

Cuban general defects to States
Cuba is calling the defection of one of its top military
officials strange and treacherous conduct. The US State
Department announced that General Rafael del Pino Diaz
brought significant politcal and military information to
the United States.

Israel to probe security service
Israel's cabinet has voted to hold a judicial inquiry into
the-interrogation methods used by the Shin Bet security
agency. The agency has been accused of fabricating evidence and torturing prisoners. The Israeli Supreme Court
recently ordered the release of a Moslem army officer
after finding that Shin Bet agents forced him under duress
to confess to charges of treason and espionage.
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Frank reve;als homosexuality
Congressman Barney Frank (D-MA) has acknowledged
in an interview that he is homosexual. He joins fellow
Massachusetts Democrat Gerry Studds as the only openly
homosexual members of Congress. Frank told the Boston
Globe that if he were asked directly if he were gay, he
would say, "Yes." The four-term congressman from Newton said recent media scrutiny about the private life of
former Democratic presidential aspirant Gary Hart and
other developments prompted him to make the acknowl-'
edgement.

City Hospital anesthesiologists
do not have certification
The Boston Heraldreported Sunday that the staff director and six out of seven anesthesiologists at Boston City
Hospital are not professionally certified. The paper also
said that half of the anesthesiology staff are dentists. The
president of the American Society of Anesthesiology was
quoted as saying the situation "stinks." Hospital officials
said the quality of care is high.

m-__

Celtics, Lakers to play for NBA- title
The Boston Celtics knocked off Detriot's Pistons 1 17114 in Saturday night's Eastern semifinal game. The Celtics won the series four games to three. They will advance
to the NBA finals where they will meet the Los Angeles
Lakers Tuesday night. The Lakers defeated the Seattle
Supersonics in four straight games and have lost only one
playoff game.
Pistons forward Adrian Dantley was released after an
overnight stay at a Boston hospital. Dantley suffered a
concussion after colliding with his own teammate at the
end of the third quarter.

Edmonton Oilers win Stanley Cup

The Edmonton Oilers defeated the Philadelphia Flyers
by a score of 3 - 1 to win the National Hockey League
Championship last night. Edmonton had led the best-ofseven series three games to one, but the Flyers won two
straight to force the deciding seventh game. It was the Oilers' third Stanley Cup in the 1980's.

Phillies escape from cellar
Shane Rawley won his fifth consecutive game as the
Philadelphia Phillies defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers 31. The win allowed the Phillies to escape from the National League East cellar for the first time this year, moving
past Pittsburgh to Occupy fifth place.
In other National League action, Houston beat St.
Louis 8-7, Cincinnati downed Pittsburgh 5-2, Atlanta.
nipped Chicago 2-1 in ten innings, San Diego shut-out
New York 1-0, and San Francisco trounced Montreal 8-0.

I

Relief on the way
High pressure over the Southeast Atlantic states
continues to pump hot humid air into New England
today. But a cold front will push its way south from
Canada tonight, bringing a welcome relief from the
late spring heat wave.

Red Sox overcome seven run deficit
The Boston Red Sox overcame a seven run deficit to
post a 10-9 victory of the Chicago White Sox. Mike
Greenwell's two run pinch-hit double in the ninth inning
gave the Red Sox the win. Chicago had led 9-2 after the
second inning.
In other American League action Toronto beat California 7-2, Seatle defeated Baltimore 8-5, New York downed
Oakland 9-5, Milwakee blew out Cleveland 7-1, and Minnesota swept Detroit in a twin-bill, by scores of 9-5 and
, 11A.3.
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Monday: Partial sunshine, with possible
thunderstorms at times. Hot and humid. Highs
around 85°F (29°C).
Monday night: Humid, lows 50-60 OF (I0-l5 OC).
Tuesday: Partial sushine, with thunderstorms.
Humid, with highs about 70OF (21 0).
Forecast by National Weather Service
I
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Column/Katie Schwarz

Loving and leaving the
I spent a lot of hours of my instead of inventing new onesS.
life on the fourth floor of the And yes, the specialness is theree,
Student Center, poring over old but it can be very hard to talp
volumes of The Tech and Tech- into.
nique. They fascinate me, so
Listen to Daniel Dern '73
many things staying the same and writing in Technique 1972:
so many things becoming alien in
I mean- that is - this micro
just a few years. Soon I too will costm of an institute is so repletre
be gone except for some flat, with devices and happenstance
.e
black and white words that a cur- which we all takefor granted..
ious student may read in 1997.
And you're so used to it, yoe
Already today's freshmen are never wonder. Piffle! Have yozu
sometimes surprised to hear even begun to exhaust the ridicuIabout things that happened when lous, exotic repertoire of thik
is
I was a freshman. Four years ago concrete-and-conceptualjungle?
no one expected close to 40 perSomething is fundamentally
cent women in the incoming right with a school Gerry Suss
class, an enormous Institute-wide man (of 6.001 fame) calls "the
e
education reform effort, or most fun place." But somethin~
Course VI crowding fading away is deeply wrong with a schoo9
with no restrictions ever imposed.
that flunked out one of thee
On the other hand, I never ex- brightest, most intellectual peoplee
pected to see most people end up I ever knew, and discouraged othdisillusioned, cynical, with no re- ers who cared about what theyY
spect (let alone love) for MIT. It's were learning until they droppedi
insane. I came here because it out.
wasn't a mundane university- I
It's easy if you come in with a
believed I'd find something spe- lot of savvy or if you're lucky en-cial, secret and exotic; games be- ough to meet one of the JerryV
ing played and questions being Lettvins, the professors who
asked that no one ever thinks of know how to form lasting relaat schools where people care tionships with students. But thatt
about negotiating the real world, doesn't happen automatically,
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and a lot of us live out our undergraduate lives in a little bubble with scant contact with the
faculty's bubble, or even with
other living groups' bubbles.
We need "time for reflection,
time for contemplation," as the
provost said in his mission statement two years ago, and as the
president said in his inaugural
address seven years ago. But
where is it going to come from?
Most faculty have no time for
contemplation, their time shredded by endless meetings and responsibilities; even the top administration admits that junior
(Please turn to page 9)

Column/Ronald E -:. Becker.

behnd

Graduates leave, a ote
Classes were over two weeks at MIT, but there simply wasn't
ago, and I haven't turned in next enough time in eight semesters
term's registration form. It seems for me to take all the required
classes. Even in my major there
so strange.
I'm graduating.
are at least three semesters'
All you have to do is look worth of offered classes that I
around. All the freshly-painted
wanted to take, but I finished my
walls, all the polished windows, degree before there was time.
and all the well-groomed grounds
It seems now that the four
seem to say that a student's value years went by in a flash - there
to the Institute increases as he or really hasn't been enough time
for me to do everything I had
she becomes an alumnus.
But it's hard for me to say now planned to do when I was a
what my MIT experience will do freshman. Maybe the MIT faculfor me. It's hard for me to say ty was premature in voting to
what I will do for MIT. What grant me a degree.
Moreover, all these memories
strikes me most is that I feel like
graduation has come too soon.
don't seem to answer the jumble
I'm looking back at how much of questions running through my
MIT has changed since I was a head. The questions I have been
asking myself in retrospect are:
freshman. If I were to visit MIT
five years from now, I'd expect to Did I make the right decision in
find that much has changed, as
well: MacGregor House, my
home for the past four years, is
co-ed. People are pursuinga minor in the humanities, arts and
social sciences. Hey, dormline
works.
I hated having to use Project
Athena workstations. I think that
the writing requirement is backwards. And my dorm room leaks
after a heavy rain. But all these
things are overshadowed by the
courses taught by professors who
are leaders in their fields, the serious (but not too serious) academic environment, the extracurricular opportunities in
research, as well as all the other
activities at MIT.
I had hoped to double-major

attending MIT? How did my
MITeducation differfrom what I
would have received at otheruniversities? Was an MIT education
a financially sound investment
for my future?
The only way I can express my
answer is to say that I wish that I
wasn't leaving.
My housing expires tomorrow,
and I have emptied one half of
the contents of my room into
neatly-packed cartons and the
other half into the MacGregor
House dumpster.
I guess I can only take away
part of the experience; I'm leaving a lot behind.
Ronald E. Becker, a former
chairman of The Tech, is receiv..
ingan SB in biology
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To the Editor:
The Coop states in its open letter to the MIT Community [appearing as an advertisement in
The Tech, April 7] that "The new
and expanded Coop at Kendall is
living proof 'of our continuing
commitment to serve you."
I met one of the signatories of
this letter, James A. Argeros,
president of the Coop, while
shopping there. During our exchange, he did not demonstrate
any concern for the store's "commitment to serve" me as a customer and member, as may have
been expected of the highest
ranking representative of the
store. On the contrary, he showed
complete disregard for my point
of view and was rude.
I visited the new MIT Coop
for the first time on Saturday,
May 16. I selected a shirt to purchase, then went to the basement
level of the store to continue my
shopping. At the bottom of the
escalator, a man whom I later
discovered to be Argeros said, referring to the shirt, "May I help
you. with that?"
..

s1

I was confused. He explained was on the lower floor.
that merchandise may not be
He informed me, much in the
moved between floors, since cashmanner
that adults speak to chiliers on the lower level have probdren, that I shouldgo backuplems handling sales of mechanstairs and "take care of" mymerdise from the upper level. I
chandise
before
coming
thought that this was a reasondownstairs. Having had my first
able policy. However, there were
shopping experience atthe new
no indications of this policy on
MIT Coop ruined,I
went upthe upper level, no prominently
stairs and putthe shirt back on'
displayed signs, no cashier's stathe rack.
tion directly in front of the escalator. The Harvard Coop does
It's normal for people tobe
not have such a policy.
rude occasionally, but I was truly
"That's very inconvenient."
surprised to encounter such conArgeros said curtly, "No, it
descension toward customers in a
isn't." For himrsthe conversation
store which claims, "Our dedicawas over. He was not willing to
tion to you will never change."
discuss the policy and how it
I am particularly disappointed
could be made more convenient
that the president of the storebehaved ina manner so contrary to
for customers. Instead, he tried
to tellme what is, or is not conthe store's stated ideals. To make
venient for me.
the
MIT Coop's policy clear to
Since he had offered to "help"
customer's in the future,the store
at the start of our converstaion,
should have cashier's- stations or
and since he had indicated that I
prominently displayed signs in
couldn't hold the shirt myself
frontof
the escalators. Perhaps
while shopping on thelower level
this has already been done.I
even ifI went upstairs to pay for
don't know, becauseI no longer
shop at the Coop.
it later, I then asked if he would
-have my~merchandise heid while I-' I .
~.......
.Caroline B. HuangG
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Column/Ben Z. Stanaer

Knowing the issue is not
listening to both sides

.-

"Question Authority."
About five years ago, everywhere you looked you could see
people wearing buttons with
those words printed on them. It
is a seductive phrase, an alluring
chant for the masses who want to
change the world. It had me going for a while, too.
There is probably not one person receiving a diploma today
who has not learned that blind
trust in figures of authority can
be unwise, if not dangerous.
But few people who shout the
battle cry are likely to put themselves in the position of authority, just momentarily. Whenever I
do, I 'pity' authority. I'm always
amazed by the ease with which
decisions affecting millions of
people are made - I could never
be an "authority figure.' I have a
hard enough time deciding
whether so-and-so's letter will
run, and if story X should run
above story Y.
By definition, no issues have
clear-cut resolutions. This is the
reason that so many IMIT students are, sadly enough by their
own admission, decidedly apathetic.
As MIT students, we can easily
identify both sides of the argument, and we can quickly spot
the pros and cons of an action.
But we never pick sides.
Most students are content to
understand the issues, feeling superior to those who have made a
choice - it's an easy comfortable option, which is consistent
with our voracious quest for
knowledge. And sometimes I
can't blame people for their disinterest, considering the rhetoric

-

that often accompanies movements for change.
Perhaps it's MlT's fault that so
many graduates are ready to
"questionn authority but not to
take it any further than that. One
of the essential qualities of an
educated person is his or her ability to dispute all questionable
claims, but this is only a part of
being able to think critically. It
also involves making decisions.
Wellesley President Nannerl O.
Keohane put it well. She said that
principle and personality depend
on believing "that some things
are truer, more important, more
worth serving and worth fighting
for than others." And indeed,
those in positions of authority
must make such choices, whether
they want to or not.
The lesson that we should be
afraid of making mistakes, something we learn in every class and
with all social interactions at
MIT, is driven home by the time
we graduate. It is the worst lesson we could take away with us.
MIT students are smart, but they
often sell themselves short, falling into the niches of an old
world rather than trying to carve
out a new one.
To be sure, questioning authority is important and good. But
decisions are sometimes made
not for greed or to wield power,
as the cynics tell us, but often
just to try to please everybody.
authority is easy.
,To questioIr
But those who do should rememnber that exercising authority can
be more difficult.

Column/Thomas T. Huang

If they joined him in his dreams.
hear his sisters' upstairs-undercurrent laughter, he could
breathe. If he could only hear his
brother's buzz-saw snore, he
could breathe.
If they joined him in his
dreams, he could tell them this.

He thinks that if his family
found him one morning, asleep
in bed, they would find out who
he really is.
Entering his dreams, they
might find him on the summer
beach in Martha's Vineyard in
the late 1960s, running to the water to cool his feet from the
burning sand. The waves leave
foamy residue rings around his
dark shins. Into the ocean ankcledeep, he is pulled by the ebb and
flow.
Under the watch of his parents, he can collect stones to
Ben Z. Stanger '88, a biology skip, one, two, three, and shells.
major, is managing editor at The He can splash his brother and sisTech.
ters. The seagulls, caw-cawing,
hang on invisible thread, caught
Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive forin mid-air by the wind. He thinks
mat, are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by
that he, too, can live the still-life.
the editorial board, which consists of the publisher, editor in
He thinks that his sand-castles
chief, managing editor, rfews editors and opinion editors.
will last forever.
Columns and editorialcartoons are written by individuals and
Or, entering his dreams, his
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the
family might find, him alone il
newspaper.
his dormitory room, many years
Letters to the Editor are welcome. They must be typed double
later, a freshman in college. As
spaced and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
he lies in bed and stares at the
Cambridge vA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room
walls and ceiling of the room, he
W20-483.
is reminded of the bottom of a
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signaatures, adswimming pool. He feels like he
dresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accan't move. He is drowning after
cepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously withall. If he could only hear his
out express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the
mother's soprano voice, he could
right to edit or condense letters. Shorter letters will be given
breathe. If he could only hear his
higher priority. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we
father's explosive sneeze, he
receive.
could breathe. If he could only
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dreams, he could tell them this.

He thinks that if his friends
found him one morning, asleep
in bed, they would find out who
he really is.
Entering; his dreams, they
might find him with a failed test
in hand and a need for cheering
up. They gather 'round for a discussion, leaving the night for the
morning, talking not about Tolstoy or Dickens or Conrad, but
about childhood, about "The
Brady Bunch' and Encyclopedia
Brown and Dyn-o-mile magazine
and Pop-rocks. In the more serious moments, they might even
talk about racism and sexism. In
the more drunken moments, cotton-mouthed and sluggish, they
might suddenly get that sinking
feeling that this won't last, this
won't last, this won't last.

a
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------- I --_Il.--a
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Or, entering his dreams, his
friends might find him alone in a
research lab in northern California. Once he thought he could
live with just his work, motionless except within himself, but he
is wrong. If he could only hear
the laughter, he could laugh, too.
If he could only catch the inside
jokes, he could laugh, too. If he
could only wallow in the wasted
time, he could laugh, too.
If they Joined him in his

He thinks that if the young
woman found him one morning,
asleep in bed, she would find out
who he really is.
Entering his dreams, she might
see him wandering through the
long corridors of a large mansion, entering and exiting the
many rooms. But whenever he
passes her room, he pretends to
ignore her, pretends not to see
her sitting in the solitary chair or
standing as a silhouette by the
lace-curtained window. He's
afraid. When he moves, he is
really running away. He floats
right on by to visit other rooms.
If he could only see her smile,
he would smile. If he could only
hear her whispers, he would understand.
One day, he might finally gather the courage to look for her, to
look in her eyes. If she joined
him in his dreams, he could tell
her this.
But if that day ever comes, she
will undoubtedly be gone.
One day, they will all be gone
from his life and from his
dreams. He will try hard to remember them, but their images
will fade with time, like the footprints on the summer beach, as.
the waves cover all traces of this
life.
Thomas 7 Huafng G, a student
in the department of electrical engineering and computer science,
is a former editor in chief of The
Tech.
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New registrar was happy with
his old position as UASO head
j
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To the Editor:
I am writing to express my dismay and disappointment at the
implications of the headline in
the last issue of The Tech ["Wiley
resigns as UASO head," MIay 121
and the innuendos in the first several paragraphs suggesting negative reasons for leaving the
UASO. Quite to the contrary,
during the interview with the
Tech reporter, I emphasised that
my experience in the ODSA has
been a very positive and rewarding one, working with an extraordinary group of people on a
number of important issues. I
certainly would not be leaving the
UASO had the registrar's posi-

tion not come open at this time. I
consider the promotion to be a
positive step to an important set
of new challenges, and I would
have the headline to read "Wiley
appointed as registrar."
The remainder of the article
describing my views of the new
freshman initatives and some issues that need to be addressed
was well written and constructive. The tone and implications
of the headline and opening
paragraphs were unfortunately, in
my view, misguided and erroneous.

David S. Wiley '61
Associate Dean
for Student Affairs
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Editor:
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Park explains'individual freedoms
To the Editor:
I will grant that Ronald Wu
Francis G ["MIT should censor
all offensive activities,"' May 123
and Marie A. Gilles-Gonzales G
["Campus group shows racist
film," May 121 may have a scenario for the resolution of the
South African mess. I would
hope that they would grant the
MIT Students for Individual
Freedom a similar courtesy. I am
a member of that group. I did
not see the film in question and
will not comment on it. I do,
however, want to comment. on
the incompatibility of racism and
individual freedom.
The basic idea of indiviual
freedom is to maximize choice in
affairs between individuals. The
most coercive social institution is
the government; if the government runs something, then one
gets no choices and no freedom.
If the same function is performed
privately, then choices abound you are free to patronize or boycott.
Obviously apartheid is incompatible with individual freedom.
It is a system of government regulatiorns that restrict the choices
r

---

I

of blacks in South Africa. These
laws are necessary for apartheid
to exist because without government intervention, individuals
would experiment with different
living and working arrangements.
This would allow a peaceable
evolution towards mutual respect
and the absence of fear and irrational hatred (in other words, tcwards the absence of racism).
This is not an idle theory; it
happens all the time. In early
May, the CBS Evening News reported that restricted white housing areas in South Africa had numerous black residents. The
government said it was illegal,
but lax enforcement had allowed
the natural mixing to occur. The
CBS story went on to deal with a
consequence of the recent disheartening South African election: renewed enforcement of the
housing restrictions.
The reason for criticism of the
African National Congress
(ANC) by the MIT Students for
Individual Freedom is clear. The
ANC embraces a philosophy inimical to individual freedom: the
imposition of a socialist or com-
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munist state. 'The experience of
neighboring Zimbabwe comes to
mind; it is now a one party
Marxist state. How now will the
citizens of Zimbabwe ever come
to know freedom?
The arguments go on and become trickier and more doubtful
as assumptions about future behavior multiply. Intelligent discussion in The Tech and elsewhere is needed. Censorship and
protest- (of the sort where meetings are disrupted by chants) are
not needed.
Sam Park G
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"Dooyou think we should allow presidential candidates like you more privacy?"
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rPotesters did not understand film
all offensive activities," May 12].
The first letter called for violent
protest, the second for censorship. Both authors felt that since
they did not approve of the content of the film, they should have
the power to prevent others from
seeing it. I am not a member of
Students for Individual Freedom,
the group- which showed the film,
but I fed that these letters cannot
go unanswered.
Neither of the letters' authors
seems to have paid any attention
to the film or to the discussion
that followed. Perhaps they were
too busy being offended at eveiy
statement which did not agree

To the Editor:
I was shocked when I read in
The Tech the headline for a letter
by Marie A. Gilles-Gonzalez G.
"Campus group shows racist
film" [May 121. I wondered what
group could have shown such a
film, and why. When I read the
letter I was shocked for another
reason: I had been at the showing
of the film and had seen for myself that it was not racist.
In the same issue of The Tech
a letter by Ronald W. Francis G.
Michele M. Sprengnether G and
Steven D. Penn G appeared
which also accused the film of being racist [EMIT should censor

r-

with their preconceived notions
to listen at all; the sound of their
forced laughter throughout the
film made it clear that they had
no intention of trying to listen. It
is obvious from the letters that
the authors did not understand
the point of the film. The film did
not support the racial policies of
the South African government. It
was not intended to be a judg-

ment

of

w

E

apartheid.

K:

Let me reply to their claims
and accusations point by point.
One of the protesters present at
the event handed out leaflets
claiming that the filmn was distrib(Please turn to page 11)
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be tolerated on campus
(Continuedfrom page 7)
tween races. Is this anyone's idea
of racial equality? Being anticommunist and anti-extremist
does not mean being racist.
Gilles-Gonzalez seemed to be
annoyed by the distorted image
of black Africans in the film. She
noted that some chiefs were
shown in tribal gear. However,
the tribal gear is simply a tribute
to the black South African culture. It is just as natural for the
Irish to wear their national costumes on St. Patrick's Day.
The Students for Individual
Freedom was branded "racist,'
and Francis and Gilles-Gonzalez
said our screening should have
been censored or disrupted. And
they have the authority to decide
which activities should be censored, which movies should be
disrupted, and which individuals
to bar from campus. Soon they
will tell us that we need only one
party, because it represents the
interests of all people. D~oes anyone know the road to the nearest
re-educational camp?

e

II--II

I could stage a protest outside
the auditorium or conduct my
own activity to oppose what I do
not like. And in doing so, I am
not going to allow anyone to intimidate me, because I am protected by the Constitution of the
United States which guarantees
me the right to free speech and
assembly.

Questions and

comments to Annette Rahrm,
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they want without worrying
about whether anyone will disagree. I, for instance, would hate
to see representatives of the oppressive Nicaraguan Sandinista
regime or militants from the
ANC speak on this campus.
Should I disrupt or chase them
from campus? Of course not.
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This is a free country, and people have the right to say what
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Gilles-Gonzalez implied that
our group now fears her. I did
not bow to the KGB in the Soviet
Union, and I do not intend to
bow to threats from Gilles-Gonzalez or anyone else who disagrees with my views.
Slava Serota G
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MIT: more than just a
mindless meat grinder
(Continuedfrom page 4) faculty have to struggle so hard
for the next grant that they hardly have time to do the research.
And so, with our spirits uplifted thusFy, we charge each other
to charge forth. The wild wanderjakr goes on, even and especially here, between physics problems and chemistry labs, before
soldering circuits and after reading Augustine.
If you don't believe, then all
this doesn't matter. If you do,
then it is a bit superjluous. But I
can't tell, from my end. All I
know is that I believe, although I
don't know exactly what.
In the absence of extra hours
in the day or extra terms - impossible for non-plutocrats students need a supportive environrment to encourage them to
explore different intellectual directions, and introduce them to
different perspectives. Concourse
and the Experimental Study
Group do this very well.
But in the upperclass years,
and in the large departments,
there needs to be a lot more effort toward faculty-student contact. As it is, living groups overwhelm academics in the contest

for a student's finite amount of
caring and comnmitrrent.
I did find MIT a supportive environment for women, just because of the numbers: I don't believe there's another school in the
world with such high percentages
both of women on campus, and
of women in the sciences. Other
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technically oriented schools still
have male-female ratios of 5:1,
while at general universities like
Princeton the science and engineering departments remain predominantly male.
I'd do it again, and I think a
lot of us would, even with regrets. Maybe the love-hate student experience is partly inevitable - we're sort of crazy in an
intense way, chasing the adrenaline rush of new discoveries and
new devices, overdosing on the
fun of getting as deep as possible
into a problem before we drop
from exhaustion.
Some people like to make
themselves sound sophisticated
by writing off MIT as an eternal
grind, but that's the lazy way out.
There are things that can be. done
of the next
·
to push the changes
five and ten years toward a balance of more good than harm.
Like a cauldron of Aulnt Grannie's Bitter Brittle Root Beer,
we're unstable. Crazy, loony
whatever you call it, you better
drink it quick before it goes up in
exploding thunderation.

Have a marshmallow roast in
the snow, blow soap bubbles and
invest in play money, look carefully at the signs. Talk to dogs
and cats. Be alertfor strange records and save your comic
books. You never know.
Katie Schwarz, a senior news
writer and former news editor at
The Tech, is receiving an SB in
physics.
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uensorship: new course offering7
To the Editor:
The recent inspired letter by
Ronald W. Francis G el al. ['MIT
should censor all offensive activities," May 121 along with the rich
atmosphere of educational reform in which we are now immersed have, in turn, inspired me
to write a counterpoint. I propose an Institute wide graduate
school requirement - "Censorship in the modern era."
The class would be a requirement for political science, chemistry and physics students alike.
Of course, all the back-to-basics
classics- would be included: preWorld War II Germany, present
day South Africa, USSR, etc.
Readings would center on primary source material:

this, we are not. This is
what you call freedom . . .
to us it is pornography.

"The [Police] Commissioner may, for the purpose
of the safety of the public,
the maintenence of public
order or the termination of
the state of emergency, and
without prior notice to any
person and without hearing
any person, issue any order
not consistent with a provision of these regulations
prohibiting any publica(contion, television ...
taining anything) in connection with any matter
specified in the order"
[text of speech given by
"President of the students"
on how books were chosen
for burning in Berlin (New.
York Times Wire, May 10,
1933)1

Reuther. How come you
oppose the flow of ideas?
Khrush.: As head of the
working class I will protect
workers from Capitalist
propaganda.
(At this point Khrush.. .gave a burlesque demonstration of his idea of
the can-canr.)
Khrush.: This is a dance in
which girls pull up their
skirts. You're going to see

-Seniors and

Wire the same day on how
selection was controlled]
'Lest the students 'go too
far,' a commission of college professors has been
named to 'separate the
wheat from the chaff.' "

[text from a decree of the
South African Government
(The New York tTimes,
Jan. 30, 1987)1

[interview with Nikita
Khruschev (Suppressed
Books by Craig, p.121),
Reuther is interrogating]
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sewar

"Anything that works subversively on family life or
love or the ethics of our
anything that
youth ...
serves the purpose of lies"

There is the possibility of field
study at a nearby institute of
technology in the future.
Committees which screen "offensive" events rings too much of
commissions separating wheat
from' chaff. Historically, threshing of this sort has stymied reform, not promoted it. The
broad powers and responsibilities
of a committee of Big Brothers
as proposed by Francis would allow control of the written page
and spoken word that would inevitably lead to censorship.
Acts of racism, hatred,- and
prejudice are abhorrent and often
incite anger and fear in their targets and others. When this anger
drives one to cry censorship, it
has done double damage. In order to counter prejudice one
needs an open and free environment in which to teach and learn.
It is this environment which allows Francis, Michele M. Sprengnether G and Steven D. Penn G
to write for censorship. I choose
to write against it.
J. M. Doyle G

[from Associated Press
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THE lMIT YEARBOOK

Elegance

Fine Wine Selections
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is now available. Look for our booth on Monday during graduation
in front of the Student Center - before 11:00 AM
...
.. *in Losbby 7 - after 11:00 AM
or stop by our office on the fourth floor of the Student Center
(Room 451). Other Ibooks may also be available.
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PO Box 5
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Cambridge, MA 02139
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DOND'T LEAVE

CAMPUS Without A Keepsake From The New MIT Coop at Kendall Squoare
Come alive in Kendall Square! T~he new MIT CGoop at Kendall has doubled in size from the Tech Coop in theI
Stratton Student Center, and marks our 4Fth and largest move in the history of the MIIT Coop. We opened in May and
think you'll agree,that the contemporary design, color and construction, with, expanded assortments in every
department are ltiving proof of our commitment to grdw with you..

Proclaim Yourcr
Almp~a Malter
lk
-W
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A.

An all-time favorite, Champion's crew neck sweat
shirt with MIT lettering and seal. Easy care poly/cotton
blend. Grey and maroon. Also available ine white with
bold red MIT lettering. S-M-L-X(L: $10 XXL: $21
B. Live in Champion's MIT short sleeve t-shirt all
summer. In maroon with MIT seal. 100% cotton in S-M-A
L-XL. $10
C. The Maxwell Equation, Champion's fun short-sleeve
t-shirt in washable poly/cotton. S-fM-L-XL. Navy
lettering on white: $9 In 100% cofton, white lettering on
navy: $10
D. M~ake yur keepsake an MIT insignia tie. Navy and
maroon. Sik: $25 Polyester: $12
E. Jump into Champion's comfortable pull-on shorts.
With MIT seal and elasticized waist. I 00% cotton in SMn-X-XL. $9
R Don't miss the MIT camisole in 100% cotton. In
white with MIT maroon insignia. One size fits all: $7 Put
it together with matching MAIT cotton panties. One size
fits all: $5
G. An original gift, the MIT classic black Captain's
Chair. Crafted in fine quality northern hardwood with
cherry or black arms. $195
Tapered boxer shorts by Educated Boxers (not shown).
In white with red M\IIT
seal. 100%o cotton. Sizes 32-38.
$8
MIT cuddly Teddy Bear in t-shirt (not shown). $15
Designed Exclusively IFor Uls:
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The Coop Label
H. Expand your working wardrobe with our classic
blazer. You'll love its year-round woollpoly blend, 3button fit with natural shoulder styling and patch flap
pockets. In navy, tan, medium blue. Regular, Short,
Long. $140
J. Our Coop label button-down Oxford shirt in
washable 60140 cotton/poly. With pleated back and
locker loop. White, blue and pink. Made in USA in
141/2 - 17. Short-sleeve: $.15 Long-sleevPe: $16
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MITlCOOBCP AT K#ENDALL6al
3 Cambridge Center
MV-Fri, 9:15-7pm,
Sat 9:15-5:45pm

~a~

Coop Charge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.
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Call for violent protest and
censorship
is irresponsible
(Continued from page 8)
uted free by the South African

embassy. At the end of the film,
one of the organizers of the event
went up to the stage and denied
this; this denial was supported by
the credits at the end which
showed that the film was made in
America by Americans - not by
South Africans - and gave an
address from which the film
could be bought (it was not free).
Even though they knew their
claim was false, they repeated it
in the letters to The Tech.
The film supposedly potrays
blacks as inferior. All conclusions
in the films were based on evidence from the history of other
African countries which went to
local government when the colonial powers left. The point of this
section was to show what has
happened in Africa after past
revolutions or changes of government. It was never claimed that
Africa's problems are caused by

t
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|

i
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skin color; they were used as ex-

amples of a different culture and
our lack of understanding of that
culture.
The film is accused of calling
blacks "poor of intellect." It does
not. It is accused of calling antiapartheid activists "imbecile Soviet puppets." This claim shows
that the authors of the letters did
not understand the film. The
point of the film, called "South
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Howto Carry 0f
the Perfect Brunch

Africa: a Revolution Betrayed,"
is that some anti-apartheid
groups, in particular the African
National Congress, are not acceptable alternatives to the present government. They are, the
film makes clear, far worse than
"imbecile Soviet puppets." In
fact, the ANC is a Soviet-backed
terrorist organization which by
its own admission -will kill as
many people, black and white, as
is necessary to put itself in power
in South Africa.

_

Mrs. Miller has a perfectly simple way to have a perfect brunch anywhere.
Start with our plump warm-from-the-oven muffins. Choose from 12
delicious breakfast muffins including old-fashioned Oatmeal Date, muffins
bursting with Maine blueberries, and our innovative Lunch Muffins with
savory combinations like imported Swiss and .
Baked Ham.
Then you can add a handy liter thermos

of chilled freshly squeezed orange juice, our
own freshly ground special blend coffee, or

even one of-our satisfying soups or our
hearty New England Clam Chowder.

Everything then goes into a
lovely reusable wicker basket

complete with its own
mini table cloth.

What could be
nicer for
picnics, outings

or even adding
a fresh new touch
to ordinary meetings?

Mr¢ Millprt'e Mllffine
qr
rirnn hvr
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soon. You'll find we really have a

handle on the perfect brunch.
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Andrew Tein
Steve TBerezuk
Jeny TBroda

affi_-~P~~ldIII·~rI·WW

Sftnsc L. gaoifxf~li
Andy gerber
Corrado giambadvo
7Curie Schwartz

Eric Starkman

flow to order the perfect brunch
We have baskets for 2, 6 or 12 muffins (or 30
iMuffits). Choose from 17 different muffin
·varieties. Add a thermos of coffee, juice or
hearty soup or chowder.
Just drop by or place your order in advance

I
I
I

I

by calling today 661-3956.
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MrsM erM uffins'

Lunch Muffins
Pumpkin Raisin
Oatmeal Date
ane DtPizza
with Sausage
Crnberr Nuti
Baked
cc Ham
l a ndand
CheSwiss
r
i
ese
Mor
anana Chocolate
Buttermilk
Biscuits
OnenB
Bicupon
per
Chicken Vegetable
One coupon per customer good thru 6113187

Breakfast Muffins
Blueberry
Corn
|
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A Mrs.- Miller's Brunch makes special events even more special

Honey Bran

rx

'l

Graduations and Celebrations

to our graduating
Tech Turkeys
$gfhu Taneee
ton Teckr

l!lllja
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The call for violent protest is
simply irresponsible; I hope no
one took it seriously. As for the
phrase "all the slime on campus," I am surprised that The
Tech allowed it to be printed. I
will have to hope that enough
people will listen to reason so
that there is no response to such
unjustified calls for censorship
and violence, especially in response to a film which deserves
neither.
John Carr '89
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Gilles-Gonzalez' claim that
"[the student organizers] were
visibly shaking because I was not
being polite" - part of the call I
to violence in the letter by GillesGonzalez - is a lie, like many
other claims of the letter. There
was a discussion after the film; I
watched and listened, but could
not see anyone shaking in fear.
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ilarvard Square
Eliot Street
(:amhridge
661-3936
(Across from the Klennlet!.
Sichool of Gvernment I

Thermos pLions
Coffee
Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
Hearty Soup
New England'sBest8Chowde'r
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A udience takes a grilning in tense psychological drama
RAT IN THE SKULL

Written by Ron Hutchinson.
Directed by Tina Packard.
Starring Jonathan Epstein & Colirn Lane.
At the Boston Shakespeare Company.
By JULIAN WEST
TENSE POLITICAL BATTLE Of

Ator,

Nelson is a man equally committed to
Ireland, but who has learned his history
from different books than Roche. Loyal to
both Ireland and the crown, but ultimately
not deferring to either, Nstelson is a complex character, and Epstein kept him in
motion, never resolving him clearly enough for us to settle on one facet of the
character as the whole person.
Ted Kazanoff played the police superintendent, outwardly the image of ! friendly
London bobby, inwardly a quiet, jovial
bigot. Kazanoff was odious, but a little
overstated. Then again, he was given an
overstated character. Superintenldant
Harris is indiscriminatory only in the
breadth of his prejudice: against the Irish,
blacks, women, and one suspects the
French also.

but attentive under torturous pressure. As
his interrogator's questions became more
and more provocative and goading, Lane
struggled to keep himself under control by
rhythmically banging his fist on his knee
and his foot on the ground, building visible tension in his body. And when cracks
began to appear in his adopted facade, his
reactions were equally convincing.
Asking the questions, and doing most of
the talking, was Detective Inspector
Nelson, an Irish protestant member of the
Royal Ulster Constabulary and an expert
in finding "grasses," or informers.
Jonathan Epstein -who portrayed several
welf drawn characters in last month's
"Double Cross" - was equally good in a
long role which was demanding both intellectually and emotionally.

wills between a suspected IRA
terrorist and a police interroga"Rat in the Skull" provided
a gripping conclusion to the Boston
Shakespeare Company's festival of Northern Irish theater.
The new play by Ron Hutchinson is ideally suited to the BSC's cramped downstairs performance space, being set in the
dungeon-like interior of a north London
police station. Not only were the bare
brick walls enough to suggest the stark interrogation room, but the clever addition
of bars to the theater doors placed the-audience squarely in the action.
As the accused terrorist sits determined-.
ly through most of the verbal onslaught, it
is fair to wonder whether it is his character
or the audience which is most under fire.
The tension continued unabated through
the long first act, giving the audience a
tangible feeling of oppression.
The title gives a hint of the double nature of Hutchinson's play. The Skull suggests a cerebral, intelligent piece, and indeed the play is wordy. It required
constant attention to pierce the levels of
brogue and metaphor and reach the bones
of the characters' interactions. But there is
that disturbing image of the Rat. Metaphorically invading the cranium, it gnaws
away at the prisoner from inside. While on
paper a collection of lengthy speeches, on
stage the play hits us at a gut level. Hutchinson must also have been making an
Orwellian reference (the play was first performed at the Royal Court in 1984) and
his interrogation scene is the more unsettling for being set in contemporary
Britain.
Cclin Lane gave an outstanding performance as "Demon Bomber" Roche, the
accused (and clearly guilty) terrorist. He
was involved in his character throughout,
redfaced and seemingly on the verge of
tears more than once. Lane's easy Northern accent made sense of speeches full of
brogue and gutter slang (though he is himself from Dublin, not Belfast), and he
spoke with the fervency of a terrorist who
believes in his cause.
Perhaps more difficult than making
speeches, however, was remaining silent Ted Kazanoff and Jonathan Epstein in Ron Hutchinson's "Rat in the Skull."

Bright and refreshing music in latelost
ed
LOUD AND CLEAR
By Autograph.
On RCA Records.

By HALVARD K. BIRKELAND
UTOGRAPH'S LATEST ALBUM,

Aworks.

"Loud and Clear," marks a
change from their earlier
No longer can they be
characterized as a rising heavy metal band.
Autograph's music is bright, lucid and re-

The young police constable on duty is
growing up little different, and is ready to
add supporters of rival football teams to
the black list. P.C. Naylor has the duty of
supervising the interrogation, standing orders being that no RUC officer is to be left
alone with an Irish prisoner. Jim Connor
does a fine job of standing in the background and maintaining a stiff, if downy,
upper lip.
Beyond that, his duties are those of an
outfielder observing the tense defensive
struggle going on -in the center of the cell.
He is called on to field the occasional stray
comnment, which he occasionally does very
neatly indeed.
-Under his watchful eye, accused and accuser stare each other down. The main
event grinds on with merciless intensity.

rtftfl

freshing.
effecti
cl
monlb
n the chorus and
toce
thice.
While wearing the attire characteristic of
beautiful fllafcK
bowe
-keyboards
ot all of
e excehle.ot
heavy metal bands such as Iron Maiden,
an
fuitar,
14Aall
is a smooth, finished
the title track and "Bads-·oy"Wt
pic
Ratt and KISS, Autograph plays their own
VdtSt
nch's guitar solo, the most, of heavy metal. "Loud and Clear'_ s
brand of hard rock. Their music is not S)~lipUlt rton of a ballad, blends into marred by lyrics such as 'one tiinnyo
dominated by screeching vocalists or bIar>>background.
should know, if it's too loud you're too-h
ing guitars but by controlled power and f' "She's a Tease" was influenced by old." Neither of these songs is as good as
balance.
Krokus. The opening riffs and guitar solo the rest of the album.
They have been influenced by estab- are accented by the melodic change in the
Autograph also has not abandoned its
lished groups such as Def Leppard and the center of the piece. "Caviar . . . cabernet
roots. "Dance All Night" is similar to
Scorpions. "Everytime 1 Dream" is a rock
...
credit card .. . broadway play." Autograph classics like "Turn Up the
ballad much like the Scorpions'. With very
Afterwards, the sound of Krokus returns Radio." With interesting keyboard harmony by Steven Isham and a guitar solo
blended with backing, "Dance All Night"
:.
:.. ,:.
·:'.,^>
,,D
is a refinement of earlier work.
'When the Sun Goes Down" is the best
song on the album. With lyrics reminiscent
of 'Stare at the Sun" by Jon Butcher
Axis, it is the high point the album closes
on. As sung by Steve Plunket,
'<}827s;4t+5w'r*~

^;>>

i

When the sun goes down
that's when the -music starts to play
When the sun goes downI
we can forget about the day
lWhen, the sun goes down
that's when I start to come alive
When the sun goes down
that's when I shift to overdrive
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The greatest change in Autograph's music is the role of the bass and drums. In
the past, Randy Rand on bass and Keni
Richetti on drums have been relegated to
background. Now, they contribute to the
main line in pieces such as "She Never
Looked So Good For Me."
Autograph's latest album, while far
from perfect, is by far their best effort,.
They are no longer another heavy metal
bands but have evolved into a class like
Bon Jovi. Look forward to Autograph they are one of the rising hard rock bands.
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A LOE OF THE MIND
Written by Sam Shepard.
Directed by David Wheeler.
Starring Dan Welch and Jane Loranger.
At the Trinity Repertory Company.
By JULIAN WEST
produces more
plays by Sam Shepard than by
any other playwright save Shakespeare. Obviously they know
when they are on to a good thing: their
latest production, "A Lie of the Mind," is
another clear winner.
As the play begins, Jake (Dan Welch), a
compulsive wife-beater, has thrashed Beth
(Jane Loranger) to within a hair's breadth
of her life. This tragedy has traumatized
both of them - Beth physically, and both
spiritually. Each retreats to their old family while trying to deal with the severance
- only to find that the families are burned-out shells, incapable of providing shelter.
The bond of love between Jake and Beth
is almost mystically strong and the futile
families have no hope of breaking it.
Each, without really understanding, hungers for the other like a missing part of the
self. Even in the -unseen time before the
tragedy it was a special love: the two seem
a total mismatch. She was an actress, he a
blue-collar anti-intellectual distrustful of
her play-world. Perhaps only in California
could such a marriage have been. Perhaps
only such an irrational love could survive
the trauma to become the only thing in
their lives.
These two family stories are separate
but parallel. In each case, the mother's
love is somehow defective, suggesting, how
two so troubled individuals might have
evolved. In the- absence of amor matris,

T

HE TRINITY REP

brotherly love is left to provide Ssupport,
and it is a pair of better-adjusted siblings
who coax Beeth and Jakce through the worst
of it.
Jane Loranger's astounding performance as Beth provides the focus for her

ii
;i~B~i~g~i
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Jane Loranger and David R.B. Stephens in Sam Shepard's "A Lie of the Mind."
half of the play. She portrays Beth's slow
recovery brilliantly, from taking her first
steps - literally - all over again, to trying, in her confused way, to restore her
marriage. Learning to walk with brother
Mike (David P.B. Stephens) in the hospital, she asserts her independence fiercely,
insisting on standing on her own and saying, "I'm not a child." Yet, in a sense, she
is.
Her speech, initially slurred to the brink
of incomprehensibility, becomes clear and
distinctive when she is physically recovered
but brain-damaged. It is difficult to describe, but reminiscent of the deaf student
Lydia in "Children of a Lesser God." The
difference is that while.Lydia is groping-

for sounds, Beth seems to be searching for
words, and occasionally even for concepts,
that just will not come. And which of us,
after all, cannot associate with Beth's
painful inability to express herself?
More than resembling a child, Beth is
like a created person, faultless and sincere.
She remembers the -night of her creation,
and the person of her creator, and has dim
memories of the before-time. When she returns to her childhood house, she gazes
around in wonder. It is as though she had
returned to Eden on a package tour.
Beth has been made poetical - her injury has not destroyed her mind but redirected it, and her jumbled pronouncements
have-dramatic impact: u" am a shirt-man,

"love is dead for him." Indeed, she makes
as much sense as anyone in the play, if any
of the other characters were able to tell.
Dan Welch's Jake is not as effective an
anchor for his side of the play. Although
technically excellent, he often seems to be
holding back, particularly in early violent
scenes in which Welch does not want to
hurt anyone but in which Jake should not
care.
Fortunately, Jake's brother Frankie is
there. Andrew Mutnick supports Welch
just as effectively as Frankie supports
Jake. At times he seems to be the only
sane character in the play, and it is a difficult role to try to talk sense into two separate madhouses.
The two houses do indeed come together in the second act. As long as they remain on their two separate platforms,
linked only by a strange synchronicity in
which Jake and Beth occasionally look
across at one another, the play cannot be
faulted. But it is dramatically essential
that the gap between the two be bridged,
and this proves tricky.
Frankie is the obvious emissary to break
the symmetry. Heading to Montana in
search of Beth, he is mistaken for a deer
and shot as he approaches the house, and
spends the act propped up on the sofa.
(Please turn to page 15)
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-Brecht 's essentialpointslost in glitter of Setzuan

91

THE GOOD WOMAN OF SETZUAN
-Written by Bertolt Brecht.
Directed by Andrei Serban.
Stirfing Priscilla Smith.
At the American Repertory Theeatre.
By JULIAN WEST
NDREI SERBAN, WHOSE PAST pro-

Adelightful

ductions for the American
Repertory Theatre include the
fable "The King
Star" and the risible opera "The Juniper
Tree," splits the difference with his new
production of Bertolt Brecht's "The Good
Woman of Setzuan." The play provides
some real entertainment, but it is only entertainmarent. The essential heart of the play
is obscured.
Brecht takes as his starting point an oriental version of the story of Philemon and
Baucis: the gods come to Setzuan in
search of hospitality, and are overjoyed to
find one virtuous woman. But she finds it
difficult to preserve her reward from the
vultures of society, even though she only
wants the money to perform charitable
acts. Stunned by the windfall, she splits
herself-in two: one half Pursues good
deeds, the other struggles to survive.
The whole is visually appealing, and
there is always plenty to look at. What
gets lost beneath all the glitter is the plot,
and Brecht's essential point about the fragility of human goodness.
This is typical ART stuff: Gods on stilts,
trapezes ascending to heaven, costumes
reminiscent of opera (some are on loan
frofn the Opera Company of Boston).
Serban, of course, is all accomplished operatic director, and indeed the entire production is more successful as an opera
than as a play.
The addition of a score by Elizabeth
Swados completes the transformation
from theater to spectacle, an attempt at a
sort of Chinese "'Les Misdrables," with
Shen Te filling in Valjean, the incorruptible philanthropist haunted by his past.
But it lacks the essential humanity of that
opera because none of the characters ever
talk to one another, or in a natural voice
(do they ever at the ART?). Many lines
lose their comic or ironic impact for being
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sung rather than spoken. Even dialogue is
chanted to the audience, frequently by a
chorus. And the score, which might make
good incidental music for a play, is not
powerful enough to carry a musical.
Which does Serban think he is directing?
In as much as it is a play, I have nothing
but good to report of the actors. In the title role, Priscilla Smith is a fine Shen Te.
If she seems too much of a goody-goody,
it is only to provide contrast with her alter
ego. When disguised as Shen Te's cousin,

Mr. Shui Ta, Smith is a terrific parody of a
businessman, leaning on a cane and
chomping on a cigar. Below a half-mask,
her mouth is continually distorted into
Shui Ta's stern demeanor. The transformation is complete enough to fool the audience for a split-second.
Alvin Epstein is also excellent as Mr.
Shu Fu, a crotchety old man. Epstein
spends much of the time as a giant puppet, needing as many as three puppet(Please turn to page IS)
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Love amongst the rauined bicycles in Parker's Irish play
SPOKESONG
Written by Stewart Parker.
Directed by Nora Hussey.
Starring Derek Campbell, Kathryn Lubar,
James Tosney, and Cathy Sneidman.
At the New Repertory Theatre.
By JULIAN WEST
EWTON SEEMS A LONG WAY tO go

to see a play, but I assure you
visiting the New Rep is worth a
trip. Surely you can find some
friend who has a car. Or try cycling why not? It might add to your appreciation of "Spokesong."
The action revolves around a small Belfast bicycle shop in 1971, at the beginning
of the IRA bombing campaign. Extended
flashbacks summarize events in the shop
since its founding in 1895. It is yet another
North American premiere of a play by
Stewart Parker - author of hMIT Dramashop's successful "Northern Star." But this
is early Parker, dating to the early seventies, and it is a pennyfarthing among
Parker plays, unrefined but quaintly
charming.
Derek Campbell (well known to MIT
audiences as the outgoing director of the
Shakespeare Ensemble) plays Frank, the
owner of the shop and the hub of the play.
Campbell balances Frank between two extremes, and maintains his balance through
the momentum of his performance. As we
first see Frank, he is an eccentric character,
convinced that bicycles are the ultimate
achievement of civilization and its salvation. On the other hand, he is one of few
level-headed citizens in a Belfast about to
go over the edge into sectarian violence.
Frank begins to devote some of his attentions to a pretty young schoolmistress
with the suggestive name of Daisy Bell
(Kathryn Lubar). The rest are reserved for
recycling: bikes, with which he has an almost sensual love affair, and memories of
his grandparents, who raised him after his
parents were killed in the blitz. Grandfather Francis was an early footsoldier in the
bicycling revolution; grandmother Kitty
was as progressive in the fight for women's
liberation.
The story of Kitty and Francis is told in
episodic flashbacks, which draw frequent
parallels between past events and the present. Mostly reality, but tinged by his boyhood memories, they reveal a lot about
two people with enormous formative influences upon Frank, "a pacifist, a philosopher, and a lone wolf."
Frank has a lot of spokes to his wheel.
Campbell lets us see him in turn as breezy,
despondent, in love, angry, drunk and mis_

- _-

erable, drunk and pleased. Elegant as a bicycle, if not as practical, his Frank has all
his parts accounted but for a few loose
cogs.
Unfortunately, the other roles are not
crafted with such care. It hardly matters
for shifting characters in a series of vignettes, but it does matter in the case of
Daisy as played by Kathryn Lubfr. Frank
and Daisy pilot a tandem course through
the play, and although Campbell steers
just fine, Lubar is kicking up her feet in
the rear. All of Daisy's lines are delivered
as though she has a chip on her shoulder,
which is frequently perfect but occasionally wrong. One wonders what it was which
made such a colorful character fall for her
in the first place.
James Tosney and Cathy Sneidman
make a nice couple as Francis and Kitty,
and their characters have a lot to say to
their adoptive and spiritual son Frank in
the seventies. Francis's main claim to fame
is having met the Belfast pneumatic entre-

not a help here.
Aside from that lapse, costuming did a
nice job, and the set, thrown togetherfrom stock properties, was simple but effective. The staging made imaginative use
of the Newton Arts Center performance
space, so it was not clear whether the audience was surrounding the show, or the
show engulfing the audience. What stole
the performance visually were the properties, made up of old bicycles and bicycle
parts, many of them obvious museum
pieces.
It was enough to make us, too, fall in
love with the bicycle. Parker's play, written
just after the first oil shocks, must have
made human-powered transportation look
attractive in congested Belfast. Hearing
the proclamation that "internal combustion has gone too far" after driving
through Boston traffic, many playgoers in
the Common Wheel must have been inclined to agree.

I
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preneur Dunlop, of tire fame. Thereafter,
his commitment to the newfangled mode
of transportation. In 1914, when Europe
was going to hell in a handbasket, Francis
went to Flanders on a bike.
His wife is more striking as an historical
figure. Kitty's unconventional approach to
sex, courtship and marriage has its latter
day analogue in Daisy. Many of her comments even reach forward into the eighties:
her plea that the "ghosts of Parnell and
Mrs. O'Shea be laid to rest" raises the
spirits of those famous adulterers over the
heads of Gary Hart and Donna Rice.
Kieran Brennan plays a host of minor
characters as "The Cyclist" through history, and he also carries a lot of the songs
nicely (the songs are an adjunct to the
play; Jimmy Kennedy wrote the music for
Parker's original lyrics). But each of his
characters looks very much the same, despite costume changes. Fitting him out
with distinctive trousers and then leaving
them unchanged through the evening was

HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY

I

TECHNICIAN/RESEARCH ASSISTANT with B.S. or M.S. in Chemltry, Physics or
Biochemistry with laboratory experience is being sought to do research on the threedimensional structure determination of viral proteins. The goal of this research is to
provide the structural basis for antiviral drug design. Responsibilities will include protein
crystallizattons, X-ray drffraction, and analysis of drffraction photographs by automated
digital film scanning. We are looking for a hard working, career-minded Individual.
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Professor Don C. Wiley
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Harvard University
7 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
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O NOW SPECIALIZING IN HONDA CARS ONLY

Your

foreign
language
ability
is
valuable!

Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translatorsfor:
e Arablec · Chinese Danish · Dutch

· Farsi

German

·French

a

Greek

· Italian * Japanese · Korean
Portusgues
· Norweyn e Polih

® ALL WORK GUARANTEED
® HONDA FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
® HOURLY RATE: $6.00 BELOW DEALER

CARDS SUNOCO

HONDA
209

· P~;nanian ·Spanish ·Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from German
and Freneh. Many other languages also
available.
foreign language typists also needed.

home!

Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
-subway station.

Linguistic Systems I,
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Cambridge, MA 02139
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For application and test
translation call Mr.
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GET ITDONE RIGHT THE FIRST TIME AND PAY LESS!!
Automatic and standard transmission repairs
and internal engine repairs are our specialties
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Profundity and selfi- ndulgencefrom
on having the machine issue a burst of
weird-sounding 1noise, the audience gets no
more than several minutes of high-tech
boredom.
At the May 14 concert of "New Music
for Computer" given in the Experimental
Media Facility of the Wiesner Building,
the audience heard selections from both
genres. Leading the inspired was Madelyn
Curtis, a graduate student at the New England Conservatory who is currently researching extended techniques for the traverso flute, an instrument of great purity.
Her "Joy and Sorrow," which draws on
"The Two Hunters," a poem by Kahlil
Gibran, was totally absorbing, its reflective serenity building on themes of elegant
simplicity, layered and intertwined in patterrns of gentle introspective beauty.

NEW MUSIC FOR COMPUTER
New works realized using the computer
music facilities of the MIT Media
Laboratory and music by visiting
composer in residence Jean-ClaudeRisset.
At the Experimental Media Facility,
Wiesner Building. Thursday, May 14.
By JONATHAN RICHMOND
S COMPUTER "MUSIC" A SOURCE OF

new revelation or concentrated selfindulgence? It can be both, depending on the attitudes and talents of
the human who tells the computer what to
do. If the human has a sense of musicality
and a source of inspiration, the result can
be arresting and-even profound; if the programer is merely a computer conjurer bent

__
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computer musicians

Computer-generated music enriched
Peter Bloom's eloquent traverso playing,
providing contrasts in instrumental timber
while stressing the work's essential unity.
"Joy and Sorrow" was by far the most
imaginative and most musical piece on the
program.
Thomas Sullivan's "Uninity" was also
interesting, not the least because it drew
the listener into its exploratory ambience
with a nice touch of humor. The section of
Jean-Claude Risset's "Sud" we heard also
displayed creativity. -Flowing organically,
the sounds of waves mixed with those of
insects, birds, and chimes evoked many
colors and a keen sense of drama. Kevin
Landel's "Recurrence I" displayed the
germ of an interesting idea, but one that
was not yet adequately developed.

Tom Trobaugh took the honors for selfindulgent gibberish, the strange sounds of
his incoherent "Persistence of Vision,"
taking up an agonizing amount of time.
"Quartet" by Stephen James was also
crass. It was apparently based on "a few
short motives which are exposed in the
two melody instruments; one is based on a
plucked sound, the other on an oscillator."
I too can turn an oscillator knob up and
down: does that qualify as music?
Takashi Koto made the audience suffer
through the ugly jarring dissonance of his
"Broken Fugue." Nicholas Hopkins,
whose "Proportionales Musices" ended the
concert, also needs to learn that while it is
easy to make a lot of funny-sounding
noises, it takes talent to make music.

with misapplied, undisciplined chinoiserie
"
Serban burdens ""Setzuan
(Continuedfrom page 13)
masters to control his contortions. His
equally astonishing facial gestures are unassisted.
I also enjoyed Thomas Derrah's performance as Wong, a humble water-seller (if
that job does not sound humble enough,
think about it) who recognizes the Gods

and becomes their intimate. The production elevates his character, if not putting
him at the center of the play at least giving
him either end, and Derrah makes the
most'of it.
The Gods have clearly been told to look
silly and this they accomplish remarkably
well, dressed in Turandot costumes with

red high-tops on their feet and styrofoam
balls on their headdresses.
Serban has burdened Brecht's moral tale
with layers of chinoiserie. It should be able
to bear the burden: this is the right story
to infuse with magic and eastern influences, being about the appearance of the
gods in modern China. But the influences
are misapplied - instead of drawing from
authentic eastern sources, Serban seems to
borrow dilrectly from Ariane Mnouchkine's work with the ThMatre du Soleil in Paris. Mnouchkine, who is best known in the
United States for the three Shakespeare
plays she brought to the Olympic Arts Festival in 1984, infuses her work with touches of Kabuki and Commedia dell'Arte.
The set, giant tatami mats with regular
vertical stripes, and the music, provided
by live musicians who also do sound effects, are cleart Mnouchkine influences.

But for the brilliant, disciplined Thbatre
du Soleil timing is everything, and a scene
can rest on a single, perfect gesture. At the
ART, characters dash about seemingly at
will, and as for the inscrutable Kabuki gestures, these are merely parodied in a final
scene in which every character adopts a little tic and the entire stage ticks in unison.
Serban even steals from himself: a
photo of a starving child placed incongrously at center stage reminded me instantly of the enormous Beethoven death
mask lowered during the new production
of "Fidelio" at Covent Garden, even before I remembered that Serban directed
both.
The final result is not as bad as I have
made it sound. It is a solid evening's entertainment, and both Brecht's story and his
moral are present. One simply has to look
a bit harder for them than usual.

Sam Shepard's "Lie of the Mind"
at the Trinity Repertory Company

I

Wong the Water Seller (Thomas Derrah) in "The-Good Woman of Setzuan."
PIAaRlaaeLI
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(Continuedfrom page 13)
The disappointed hunter is Beth's cantankerous father, Baylor (ably characterized
by Richard Kavanaugh), who is himself incapacitated because he does not know the
limitations imposed by his feet and his
age.
The two spend an undue amount of
time bickering over blankets and socks,
and one wonders where it is leading. Characterization is one thing, advancing the
plot line is another. Socks are two things.
Baylor thinks only of his deer, Mike of revenge, Frankie of the hole in his leg, and
Beth of her marriage. Beth's mother, Meg,
is thinking of something, though goodness
,------·aY·---·rua-·p

------·r---

--

knows what. It is easy to see why this does
not go anywhere.
Yet the play has a resolution, which is
no less effective for being cryptic, so the
act ends well, and the play ends more or
less as it began. The only real problems
with the production are that some of the
women in fhe supporting cast are not up
to the principals, and the periodic intrusion of incidental music.
Popular in the worst sense, the songs do
not advance the play, and often say little
more than "Always look on the bright side
of life." The invasion of the stage by banjo
players after the intermission is an unwelcome one.
,
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USE YOuR
COLLEGE DIPLOMA
TO BUY A
NEW CAR.

That's right! Ifyou're a 1987 college graduate and meet a few simple requirements,
you can be driving an exciting new Pontiac. All you need is your college diploma,
proof of employment, the ability to meet monthly payments and no derogatory
credit references. You'll get a $400 rebate on the purchase price or a 90-day
deferral of your payments as a graduation present from us. Come into Columbia
today for all the details and drive away in a new Fiero or Trans AM or Sunbird
convertible....

I
Fashion frames
at ,reasonable prices
Instant eye exams
Prescriptions filled
OFashion tints and photo
changeables
eContact tenses
60 Day Trial
I

oLarge Selection
Ban Sunglasses
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Central Square, 495 Massachusetts Avenue. Cambridge
Mass. 02139 Tel: 661-2520
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"Martin Sugar: Recent Works," oil
paintings and pencil drawings examining
the relationship of indoor and outdoor
spaces, continues through August 29 at
tttg MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge. No admission
Telephone: 253 4444.

v n
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'Telegenic Charismas," portraiture by
Jeremy Gardiner combining the accuracy
and immediacy of the photograph with
the subjective interpretation of the painter and sculptor, continues through
June 27 at the MIT Museum Compton
Gallery, between lobbies 10 and 13. No
admission charge. Telephone: 253 4444.
Fine press printers and. binders, illustrators, calligraphers, and decorated paper
makers contribute to "80 Years Later,'
the anniversary exhibit of the Guild of
Bookworkers, continuing through
June 27 at the MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Telephone:
2534444.
"Black oti Black," an environmental
light installation by Beth Galston exploring relationships between architecture
and nature, continues through June 27 at
the MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge..No admission
charge. Telephone: 2534444.

Louis Turenne as Mamaev and Jim McDonnell
as the scoundrel Egor Glumov in "The Diary of a
Scoundrel," at the Huntington until June 14.
* CR CIcS CHOICE **
Alan Ayckbourn's "The Norman
Conquests," a trilogy of plays presenting a hilarious glimpse into the eccentricities of the British, continues
through June 14 at the Lyric Stage, 54
Charles Street, Boston, Wed-Fri at
8 pr, Sat at 8:30 pm, and Sun at
3 pm. Telephone: 742-8703.

|=EE_~ll

THEATER
-A Lie of the Mind,' Sam Shepard's latest slice of mythic American life, continues through June 7 at the Trinity Repertory Company, 20! Washington Street,
Providence, Rhode Island, Tues-Sat at
8 pm and Sun at 7 pm [see review this issue]. Tickets: S19-$23. Telephone: 401351-4242.

Bertolt Brecht's masterpiece, 'The Good
Woman of Setzuan," a charming story
told in parable form of a warmhearted
prostitute who tries to be good in a venal
world, continues through July 16 at the
American Repertory Theatre, Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street, Cambridge
[see review this issue]. Tickets: S12-$25.
Telephone: 5474300.

a new "partici"Murder With a Laugh,"
'
pation murder mystery, is presented by
High Moon Productions and continues
through June 9 every Tuesday at 9 pm in
the Conservatory at the Marriott-Copley
Hotel, Boston. Tickets: $5. Telephone:
925-2817.
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Betye Saar's installation "Mojotech"
continues through June 28 at MIT's Bakalar Sculpture Gallery, List Visual Arts
Center, 20 Ames Street. In conjunction
with the exhibit, "Spirit Catcher: The
Art of Betye Saar," a 30-minute videotape about the artist, is presented daily at
12:30 and 3:00 pa. No admission
charge. Telephone: 253-4400.

"MicroscaW: The Hidden Art of High
Technology," 50 dramatic photographs
focusing on the seldom-seen world of advanced developments in microelectronics
software and lightwave communications,
continues through June 27 at the MIT
Museum, 265 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 253 4444.
'Artists in the Computer Age," an eclectic selection of works showing the versatility and new possibilities of expression
opened by the use of the computer, continues through July 31 at the MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone:
253-4444.

EXHIBITS
r w CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
"Russia, the Land, the People: Russian Painting 1850-1910" continues
through June 7 at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, 31 Quincy
St., Cambridge. Telephone: 495-9400.
4

*

$

*

"Seniors with Wegman," a group show
of celebrated video artist and photographer William Wegman and graduating
seniors, continues through June 8 at the
North Hall Gallery, Mass. College of
Art, 621 Huntington Ave., Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 232-1555.
"Time Passing, Paintings by Kate Finnegan" continues through June 18 at the
Kaji Aso Studio, Gallery' Nature and
Temptation, 40 St. Stephen Street, Boston, Tuesdays thru Saturdays 1-6 pm.
Telephone: 247-1719.
*

"Elizabeth Murray: Paintings and
Drawings," the first major retrospective
of this contemporary American artist,
well-known for unusually shaped or fragmented cancases, continues through
June 28 at the Hayden Gallery, List Visual Arts Center, 20 Ames Street. No admission charge. Telephone: 25334400.

:

*

.*

"Garden of Delights: Tom Petit," an exhibit of color photography focusing on
fruits, vegetables, and the human form,
continues through June 20 at the Richards Gallery, Richards Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue,
Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 437-2249. -
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EXHIBITS ON CAMPUS

*

$*

*
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Artquest '87, a major national art competition, continues through August 16 at
the Art Institute of Boston, 700 Beacon
Street, Boston. Telephone: 262-1223.
**

*

is

The Museum of Comparative Zoology
presents the "Songs of the Spring
Warblers" exhibition at 26 Oxford
Street, Cambridge, continuing through
the summer. Admission: $2 general,
$1.50 students and seniors, 50¢ children.
Telephone: 495-4473.
:~
kp.R*
i

'Best of Shows Celebration" continues
through June 10 at the Jerome B.
Weisner Student Art Gallery, second
floor of the Student Center.
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"Last of the Mandarins: Chinese Calligraphy and Painting from the E¥. Chang
Collection," continues through June 21
at the Sackler Museum, Harvard University, 485 Broadway, Cambridge. Telephone: 495-2397.

"Creative Transformations: Drawings
and Paintings by Fernando Zobe]" continues through August 9 at the Fogg Art
Museum, Harvard University, 31 Quincy
Street, Cambridge. Admission: S3.00
general, S$.50 seniors/ students. Telephone: 495-2387.

"Nunsense," Dan Goggin's musical comedy recounting the trials of the Little Sisters of Hoboken, who stage a talent
show in order to raise money to bury
four of their nmmber who died of botulism and currently on ice in the convent
freezer, continues indefinitely at the Boston Shakespeare Theatre, 52 St. Botolph
Street, Boston. Tickets: S17.50-25.50.
Telephone: 267-5600.

"An Ounce of Prevention." Hal Corleay's
black comedy which brings a diverse
group of women together for a class in
rape prevention, continues through
June 14 at the Alley Theater, 1253 Cambridge Street, Inman Square, Cambridge, Thurs-Sun at 8 pm. Tickets: $10$12, $1 discount for seniors and
students. Telephone: 491-8166.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
"The British Edge," an exhibition of
photographic, sculptural, and architectural gallery works, all by British
artists, continues through June 14 at
the Institute of Contemporary Art,
955 Boylston Street, Boston. A film
series, videotape & film screenings,
musical performances, a fashion
show, and lectures are to be held in
conjunction with the exhibit. Admission: $3.50 general, $2 students with
ID, $1 seniors &children. Telephone:
266-5152.

*

'Forbidden Broadway 1987," the newest
updated version of Gerard Allesandrini's
hit musical comedy revue, continues indefinitely at the Terrace Room of the
Park Plaza Hotel, 64 Arlington Street,
Boston, Tues-Fri at 8:00 pm, Sat at 7:00
and 10 pm, and Sun at 3:00 and
6:00 pm. Tickets: $15-$21.50. Telephone:
357-8384.

* *r * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
'The Diary of a Scoundrel," in which
a wickedly clever fortune hunter sets
out to outwit his fellow members of
Russian high society with a rare strategy based on their own hypocricy and
deceit, continues through June 14 at
the Huntington Theatre, 264 Huntington Street, Boston, Tues-Sat at
8 pm. Tickets: $10-$24.50. Telephone:
266-3913.

The famous scene in which a woman's eyeball
is sliced, from Luis Bunuel's surrealistic film "Un
chien andalou" (1 928) at the Brattle, June 2.

An exhibition of Turkish Art from the
Edwin Binmy III Collection continues
through August 2 at the Sackler Museum, Harvard University, A85 Broadway,
Cambridge. Admission: $3 general,
S1.50 seniors/students. Tel: 493-2387.

"ShearMadness," the long-running comic murder mystery, continues indefinitely
at the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston, Tues-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at
6:30 and 9:30 pmo, and Sun at 3:00 and
7:30 pm. Tickets: $16 and $19. Telephone: 426-5225.

"Marilyn Monroe vs. the Vampires,"
Rainer Werner Fassbinder's brutal black
comedy, is presented by Theatre S. and
continues through June 13 at the Performance Place, Elizabeth Peabody House,
277 Broadway, Somerville, Thurs-Sat at
8 pm with an additional 10 pm show on
Saturday. Tickets: $8 general, $4 students. Telephone: 623-5510.
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"The Bridge-Midire" (Victor Burgin, 198'4, B&W
photo), part of the "British Edge" exhibition at
the Institute of Contemporary Art until June 14.

The Museum of Science presents "India:
A Festival of Science," presenting- the
best of this country's scientific and technical achievements and several of its most
fascinating artistic techniques and traditiona! crafts. Continues through September 8.

"Boston Artists Abroad." an exhibition
of work by 13 Boston artists who were
recipients of Sister City Artists Travel
Grants, continues through June 26 at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Gallery,
600 Atlantic Avenue, across from South
Station, Mon-Fri 10 am-4 pm. No admission charge. Tel: 973-3454 or 973-3368.

POPULAR MUSIC
* w * CRITIC'S CHOICE * w *
The Boston Pops perform nightly,
Tues-Sat at 8 pm and Sunday at
7:30 pm in Symphony Hall. Thursday,
June 4 is Tech Night at the Pops under the conduction of John Williams.
Information: 266-2378 or 266-1492.
Tickets: 523-6633.

FILM & VIDEO
Various video programs, including "Single Shots: a Video History of Personal
Expression, " "Mediated Narratives,"
'Focus: CharlesAtlas, " and "The British
Edge: Video, " are presented as part of
the Institute of Contemporary Art's
"British Edge" multi-disciplinary festival
beginning at 12:15 pm at the ICA Theater, 955 Boylston Street, Boston. Tapes
are screened every day through June 14.
Telephone: 266-5152.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatrc continues Film Noir
Mondays with "Nightfall" (1957, Jacques Tourreur) at 5:30 & 8:30 and 'The
Dark Past" (1948, Rudolph Mate) at
4:00, 7:00, & 10:00. At 40 Brattle Street
in Harvard Square. Tickets: $4.75 for
the double bill. Telephone: 876-6837.
$i

*

*

*

The Somerville Theatre presents Alfred
Hitchcock's "The Lady Vanishes" (1938)
at 6:10 & 9:50 and "The Thin Man"
(1934). starring William Powell and Myrna Loy, at 8:00, at 55 Davis Square just
by the Davis Square T-stop on the Red
Line. Telephone: 625-1081.
The Coolidge Corner Theatre continues
its retrospective of Laurence Olivier films
with 'Hamlet' at 5:30 and 8:15. Also
presented June 2. At 290 Harvard Street
in Brookline. Telephone: 734-2500.
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231 Newbury Street

is our career

The Coop is pleased to announce that the following candidates have
been elected as Student Directors for the Harvard Cooperative Society
for the year 1987-1988.
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Harvard, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
M.I.T. Undergraduate
Harvard Business School

Darian C. Hendricks
Bonnie Huang
(Julie) Ang Mi Kim
Mark Wasem Phillips

M1i. T. Undergraduate
Harvard Undergraduate
M.I.T. Undergraduate
M.I.T., Sloan School of Management
Harvard Business School

Stephen R. Pierce
Soroush Ruchard Shehabi Harvard Undergraduate
M.I.T., Sloan School of Management
vRebecca T. Tong
Harvard Undergraduate
Tamara Yvette Woolfork

Low Weekend and
Holiday Specials

Central Square
Boston Volvo
304 Mass. Ave., Cambridge ·661-4757
Harvard Square
1201 Mass. Ave., Cambridge * 876-8900
Brookline
143 Harvard St. - 739-2244

Glenn Adelson
Christine A. Chu
MaryAnne Gucciardi

Downtown Boston

Mid-Town Hotel
220 Huntington Ave. -267-6633
Waterfront
Lewis Wharf
28 Atlantic Avenue * 367-6777
Logan Airport
125 Bremen St., E. Boston ·569-6500

4 Other Convenient Locations.
See the Yellow Pages for Addresses
and Phone Numbers.

HARVARD SQUARE
Cambridge
M-Sat 9:20-5:45pm,
Thurs 'tii 8:30

MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 Cambridge Center
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,
Sat 9:15-5:45pm

COOP AT LONGWOOD
333 Longwood Ave
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,
Thurs 'til 8:30,
Sat 9:15-5:45pm
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Newton Opera Workshop, presents
Mozart's 'Doa Giovanni," about a rogue
without conscience and a seducer ofwomen who is pursued by the women he
has wronged, at the Pine Manor College
Theatre, 400 Heath Street, Chestnut
Hill. Tickets: $7 advance/S8.50 at door,
$5 seniors/students. Telephone: 5274553
or 527-0546.
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE r * *
'Soadheim - An Evening of His
Music" is presented at 8 pm in the
Boston University Concert Hall, 855
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Tickets: $10. Telephone: 353-3340.
l.w_

i

The New England Conservatory presents
the Junior Massachusetts Youth Wind
Ensemble performing music of Bach,
Copland, Gershwin, McBeth, Hoist, and
Swearingen at 7:30 pmnin Jordan Hall,
290 Huntington Avenue, Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 262-1220
ext. 257.

POPULAR MUSIC
A reggae dance party with The Mighty
Diamonds and Onle People is presented
at 8:00 and 10:30 pm. at Nightstage, 823
Main Street, Camnbridge. Tel: 497-9200.
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Zion Initiation performs in an 18+ ages
show at Spit, 13 Lansdowne Street, just
across from the entrance to the bleachers
at Fenway Park. Telephone: 262-?A37.
O Positive and Winter Hours perform at
8 pm at the Paradise, 967 Comm. Ave.,
Boston. Telephone: 254 2052.
Big House, Cool McCool, and Ant Farm
perform at T.T. the Bears, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492-0082.
Land Sharks, The Whales, Screaming
Trees, and Tbe Eels perform at the Rat,
528 Commonwealth Avenue in EKenmore
ISquare. Telephone: 53&9438.

Bob Dylan and The Greatful Dead, at Sullivan Stadium on July 4.
The Coolidge Corner Theatre continues
its retrospective of Laurence Olivier films
with 'Otello" at 5:30 and 8:30. Also
presented June 4. At 290 Harvard Street
in Brookline. Telephone: 734-2500.

* * * CRLIIC'S CHOICE * * *
Bo Diddley performs at the Channel,
25 Necco Street, Boston. Tickets: $7
advance/$S day of show. Telephone:
451-1905.

POPULAR MUSIC

Skin and Bim Skala Bim perform at the
Conservatory, Boston Marriott, Copley
Place, 110 Huntington Avenue, Boston.
Telephone: 236-580D.

PERFORMANCE ART

Manufacture and Commodity Fetish perform in an 18+ ages show at Spit, 13
Lansdowne Street, just across from the
entrance to the bleachers at FRnway
Park. Telephone: 262-2437.
The Ellen McIlwaine Band and Right
Time perform at 9:00 pm at Nightstage,
823 Main Street, Cambridge. Telephone:
497-8200.
Moving Targets and What Now? perform at T.T. the Bears, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492 0082.
Lines, Tax Collectors, and Forever 19
perform in an 18+ ages show at the Rat,
528 Commonwealth Avenue in Kenmore
Square. Telephone: 536-9438.

Ruben Blades and his Afro-Latin band Seis Del
Solar at the Berklee Performance Center, June 3.

Outlets and Classic Ruins perform at the
Rat, 528 Commonwealth Aveue in Kenmore Square. Telephone: N=^9318.
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contact
Lisa Steffens '85
at (703) 790-5416
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Emanuel Ikpo `83
at (703) 521-6500
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
191gCentury Pianos in Concert, a chamber recital of works by Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schurmann, Franck,
Brahms, and Dvorak, is presented at
8 pm at the Edward Pickman Concert
Hall, Longy School of Music, Follen and
Garden Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: $JO
general, $7 seniors/students. Telephone:
262-0650.

FILM & VIDEO
Jean Cocteau's "Sang d'un poete"
('Blood of a Poet,' 1930) is presented at
8 pmnat the French Library, 53 hMarlborouigh Street, Boston. Admission: $3.50
general, $2.50 members. Tel: 266-4351.
The Brattle Theatre presents "Stage
Door" (1937, Gregory LaCava) at 4:00 &
S:00 and "Dinner at Eight" (1933,
George Cukor) at S:50 & 9:50. At 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Tickas: S4.75 for the double bill. Telephone:
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Gladys Knight and the Pips perform Friday, June 12 at 7:00 pm at the Berklee
Performance Center, 136 Massachusetts
Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 497-1118 or
720-3434.
King Sunny Ade and the African Beats
perform Saturday, June 13 at the Channel, 25 Necco Street, Boston. Telephone:
451-1905.
WBCN s ninth annual Rock 'n' Roll
Rumble takes place June 15-20 at Spit,
13 Lansdownc Street, just across from
the entrance to the bleachers at Fenway
Park. Telephone: 262-2437.,
Chicago performs Wednesday, June 10 at
Great Woods in Mansfield, JUST off State
Road 140 at the junction of interstates
495 and 95; take exit I I off 1-495.
Howard Jones performs Thursday,
June 11; Th~e Bungles perform Wednesday, June 17; Paul Simon performs Friday, June 19; An Afternsoon with the
IN~asters': Jazz Tap hance/Drums with
drummer M~ax Roach is presented Saturday, June 20 at I pm; The Classics of
Jazz is presented Saturday, June 20 at
7 pm; an AilwDay Blues Festival xith
John Lee Hooker is presented Sunday,
Junle 21 at I pmn; and Wlillie Nelson performs Tuesday, June 23. Tickets: S6$23.50. Tel: 339-2333 or -787-8000.
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The Rock 'n Roll Hall of Fame Festival
with Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Jery
Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, and The Coasters is presented Saturday, June 20 at
3 pm at Sullivan Stadium, Foxboro. The
Grateful Dead and IBob Dylan perform
Saturday, July 4 at 4 pmr. Tickets:
$17.50421. Tel: 720-3434 or 543-1776.

The Boston Early Music Festival and E~xhibition is presented June 8-14. The-festival includes the concerts "Masterpieces
of Eighteenth-Century Ballet" June 8
and 9 at Alumnni Auditorium, Northeast-ern University, 'in Celebration of Dietrich lBuxtehude" June 10 at Jordan
Hall, "PA.MN (Ensemble Project Ars
Novas)" June 10 at Jordan Hall, The Hilliard Ensemble: ¢'Ahi Gentill Jhesu"
June II at Jordan Hall, "Virtuoso Music
for Violin and Harpsichord- ufie I I at
First & Second Church in Boston,
F.J. Hfaydn: "Tihe Seasons' June 12
and 13 at Jordan Haii, 'A4nother Anigle
on the Harpsichord" June 12 at First &
Second Church in Boston, 'Enkland to
New England: Parlsongs, Glees, and
Catches" June 13 at First Baptist
Church, A msterdam Loeki Stardusi
Quartet June 13 at-Jordan Hall, and
John Gibbons, harpsichord June 14 at
the MFA Remnis Auditorium. An exhibition featuring the work of makers of historical musical instruments will be held
June 10 through June 14 in the Boston
Park Plaza Castle and Hotel, Boston.
Tickets for concerts: $12-S24. Telephon~e:
661-1812.

THEATER
"Coming of Age," Rae Edelson's graceful romnailic comedy set in 1917 New
York that parallels the life of a young
womana and ragtime America as they
both move to maturity against a W~orld
War I backdrop, is presented June 10-27
at the New Ehrlich Theatre, 539 Tremont
Street, Boston, Wed-Sat at 8 pin and Sun
15. Telephone:
at 2 pm. Tickets: $10O-$
482-6316.
"Archangel's Don't Play Pinball,' Dario
Fo's Italian vaudeville with an edge of
satire, about an engaging simpleton
roughed up by fate, bureaucracy, and the
dogcatcher, is presented June 10 through
July 19 at the American Repertory Thleatre, Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle
Street, Cambridge, Tues-Sat at 8 pm and
Sun at 2 pmr. Tickets: $12-$25. Telephone: 547-8300.

FILM & VIDEO
Classic films by Jean Renoir, 'La grande
illusion" (1937) June 19, 20, &21 at
8 pm and 'La regle du jeu" (1939)
Juine 26, 27, &28 at 8 pmn,are presented
at the French Library, 53 M~arlborough
Street, Boston. Admission: $3.50 general. $2.50 members. Telephone: 266-4351.
COMPILED BY PETER DUNN

a _

87S6S637.

The Coolidge Corner Theatre presents
Jean Renoir's masterpiece, -La regle du
ieu' ("Thle Rules of the Game,' 1939) at
5:45 and 9:30. At 290 Harvard Street in
Brookline. Telephone: 7342500.

PERFORMANCE ART
The Sound A4rt Festmal at Mobiuws continues with iS", a collaborative performance by New York's Linda Fischer,
composer and performer. and Bostonbased performance artist Ellen Rothenberg, at 8:30 pm at Mobiu~s, 354 Congress Street, Boston. Also presented
June 6. The festival continues through
June 28 with various installations and
performances. Tickets: $7. Telephone:
542-7416.

POPULAR MUSIC
The Psychedelic Furs perform Friday,
June 12 at the Worcester Centrum. Bryawn
Adams performs June 13 and 14; Duran
Durna performs Thursday, June 18.
Tickets: $13.50-S17.50. Tel: 798-8888.

Jean Renoir's masterpiece "La grande illusion"
(1937) at the French Library, June 19 to 21.

Keep 'n touch- with the 'Tute.
The Tech's been keeping in touch with the Institute for over a
century - covering issues
both on and off campus that
affect MIT students. From the
future of student loans to the
future of pass/fail grading,
from fun on the football field to
fun in and around Boston and
Cambridge. The Tech has kept its
readers informed and
entertained since 1881. There's
no better way for parents (and
aunts and uncles and brothers and
sisters and goldnish) to keep in
touch with what's going on at the
Institute. Subscribe to The
Tech -join 15,000 readers who
keep in touch .. .
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The C:onde Pygmies and Bazz & The
Gang perform at T.T. the Bears, 10
Brookline Street, Cambridge. Telephone:
492-0082.
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Ruben Blades performs at 7:30 pin at
the Berklee Performance Center, 136
Massachusetts Ave., Boston. Tickets:
S15.Tel: 492-1900 or 720-3434.

POPULAR MAUSIC

Iwr
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

NRQB performs at 8:30 and I 1:00 PM
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Casnbridge,
Telephone: 497-8200.

L
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* * * CRITICS CHO)ICE * Jr *
The Persuasions perform at 8:30 and
10:30 pm at Nightstage, 823 Main St.,
Cambridge. Telephone: 497-8200.

The Somerville Theatre presents Antonioni's "Blow Up" (1966) at 6:00 &o10:00
and "Monsa Lisa' (1986X, starring Bob
Hoskins, at 8:00, at 55 D~avis Square just
by the Davis Square T-stop on the Red
Line. Also presented June 5. Telephone:
625-1081 .

L

-.
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JAZZ MUSIC

The Brattle Theatre begins its Thursday
French Comedy series with films by Rene
Clair, 'A nous la libertei (1931) at 4:00
8&7:50 and 'Entractel (1924) with "Le
million" (1931) at 5:45 & 9:30. At 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Tickets: $4.75 for the double bill. Telephone:
9766837.

i

The Tech
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The John Coltrane Memmial Concert is
presented Saturday, June 13 at 8 pin in
Alumni Auditorium, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston.
Tickets: $10.50 and $12.50. Telephone:
437-2247 or 542-851 1.

FILM & VIDEO

MIT Cleu
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The Sound Art Festival at Mobius begins
today and June 4 with a collaborative i~nAothras and Metal Church perform in
stallation/performance by local installaan all ages show at 7 pm at the Paradise,
tion artist, Nancy Selvage, and German
967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
sound artist, Julius, at 8:30 pm at MoAlso presented June 3. Telephone: 254bius, 354 Congress Street, Boston. The
2052.
festival continunes through June 28 with
various installations alid performanaces.
Overlool"e, The Stuart Factory, and ITickets: S7. Telephone: 542-7416.
Lower Waker Drive perform at T.T. the
FILM St VIDEO
Bears, 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge.
Telephone: 492-0082.
* i * CRITSC:f CHIOICE * *
The Brattle Theatre continues WesJFILM St VIDEO
erns Wednesdays with "Red River'
(1948, Howard Hawks), starring John
The Somerville Theatre presents 'D~ead
Wayne and Montgomery Clift, at 3:30
of Wintersf (1987) at 6:00 & 10:0C and
& 7:40 and "The Naked Spur" (1953,
"Crimes of the Hearl" (1986), starng
Anthony Mann), starring James StewDiane Keaton, Jessica Lanrge, and sissy
just
Square
art and Janet Leigh, at 6:00 & 10:00.
Davis
55
at
at
8:00,
Spacek,
At 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
by the Davis Square T-stop on the Red
Square. Tickets: K4.75 for the double
Line. Also presented June 3. Telephone:
biU. Telephone: 876-6837.
625-1()81 .

to
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POPULAR MUSIC

Music and the Black Experience is presented at 6 pm at the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum, 280 The Fenway, Boston. Admission: $2 suggested donation.
Telephone: 734-1359.
June Bryden, soprano, is presented in
concert in. the Edward Pickman Concert
Hall, Longy School of Music, Follen and
Garden Streets, Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876 0956.

-- -
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Brattle Theatre continues its
Tuesday series of films by the surrealistic director, Luis Bunuel, with
"Vage d'or" (1930) at 3:30. 6:10, &
8:45 and "Petite eonfession fllmie de
Luis Bunuel' (1980, Martine Lefevre);
"Un chien andalou" (1928) and ULas
Hurdes" together at 4:45, 7:20, &
10:00. At 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Tickets: S4.75 for the double
bill. Telephone: 876-6837.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
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US Mail Subscription Rates
Class: C 2 years $67 0 1 year $36

F 2 years $26 O 1 year $14
Foreign Subscription Rates
O 1 year $40
ICanada/Mexico (air mail):
a 1 year $40 1
I Overseas (surface mail):
3rd Class:

:

Prepayment Required

O New

O Renewal

I

iName:|

| Address:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Save 33%h

WG

Save $30

Save $30

ScotchTM video tapes at
stock up savings!
Choose T-120 or L-750.

KTV 13" diagonal color TV at the right price! 100%/a

Reg. 5.99

No missed messages! Make the Panasonic
answering machine your full-time personal
secretary. Beeperless remote, callscreening and message waiting.

SALE 3.99

Solid State, auto-color and detent UHF tuner.
Reg. 199.99

I

SALE t69.99

Reg. 109.99

79.99

SABLE

i

HEWLETT
PACKARD

awlo

ar.

$15-$20

ISave

HeIwlett Packard calculators are sprecially designed for
students, business professionals, scientists and engineers.
Choose the HP calculator that's right for you.

ES
<Polaroid

Reg.
HP 12C .................... 94.99
175.00
.............
HP 18C

Save $20

I

Instant savings, Instant satisfactions The
Polaroid Sun 660 autofocus instant camera
delivers prints almost as fast as you can take
them. With advanced sonar autofocusing and
built-in electronic flash. With your Polaroid 660
purchase, receive to 10-packs of 600 film
FREE, retail value $19.981
Reg. 69.99

79.99
1 59.99

Not shown:
HP 41CV ............... 169.99
HP 15C ...................... 94.99
HP 28C ................. 219.99

SALE 49.99

14 9.99
79.99
199.99

Special Offer
Buy 3 rolls of Fuji film and receive an additional
roll FREE!
At Harvard and Kendall stores only.

MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 Cambridge Center
M-Fri 9:15-7pm
Sat 9:15-5:45pm
Coop Charge, MasterCard, Visa
and American Express welcome.

Register to win an '87 Subaru
Justy GL, courtesy of Milla's
Subaru of Arlington.
Details in our Kendall Square store.

MTl COOP ff KEIBM SQUARE
I·9~ - S.~
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* * Angel Heart - Alan Parker's occult thriller, with Mickey Rourke as the
gumshoe hired by a sinister looking Robert
De Niro to find a missing Big Band
crooner, is high on symbolism, visuals,
and sex, but ends up as a hollow, artsified
"Friday the 13th." Lisa Bonet also stars in
a role that will make you look at "The
Cosby Show" in a completely different
light. At Copley Place.
* * * * Children of a Lesser God - A
beautiful, moving love story between pupil
(Marlee Matlin) and teacher (William
Hurt) with fabulous acting performances
by the principals. Winner of an Oscar for
Best Actress, Marlee Matlin. At Copley
Place.
* * Crocodile Dundee - Paul Hogan
is likeable as the Australian from the
Northern Territories who is invited by a
beautiful female reporter to visit the big
city. The scenes in the outback are gorgeous but the story bogs down once it
moves to New York. At Copley Place.
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* * * * Prick Up Your Ears - Gary
Oldman, last seen as Mr. Vicious in 'Sid
& Nancy," again stars as an artist in a
doomed love affair, this time as playwright
Joe Orton Opposite Alfred Molina as Orton's lover of 16 years, Kenneth Halliwell.
The film is a dark and nightmarish journey
into homosexual promiscuity and frustrated jealousy. At the Nickelodeon and
Harvard Square theaters.
* ** Radio Days - Woody Allen's
latest entry again takes us to a recent bygone era in America but the many humorous episodes lack Allen's typical love/sex
conundrum themes and so leave the viewer
only partially satisfied. At Copley Place.
* * * Raising Arizona - H.l. "Hi"
McDonnough is a career criminal. Edwina
(Ed) is a police booking officer. They meet
and fall in love at a police lineup. But of
this unlikely romance is born no child, so
they steal one instead, one of the "Arizona
quintuplets." A clever plot, plenty of
straight comedy, and a sizeable amount of
sensitivity add up to a winning combina-

------- I

a--.-

tion. At the Lexington, Harvard Square,
and Cheri theaters.
* * * * A Room With a View - Outstanding adaptation of E. M. Forster's
novel, with a sterling performance by Helena Bonham Carter as a youth on the
brink of womanhood in Victorian England. Strong support from Daniel Day
Lewis and Denholm Elliott. One of the
year's ten best, this film won three Academy Awards. At Copley Place.
* * * * Tin Menn - Barry Levinson
continues in the same vein as his previous
film, "Diner," now focusing on the aluminum siding salesmen/cornmen of Baltimore
1963. Richard Dreyfuss and Danny DeVito are the "tin men" of tile title, caught
in a feud of mutual car mutilation and
one-upmanship after an initial collision of
Cadillacs. Barbara Hershey makes a
smashing appearance as the innocent
housewife caught in the middle. At the
Cheri and Somerville (Assembly Square)
theaters.

Compiled by Peter Dunfn from

lTech reviews
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Opening this summer, "Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in ParaDise."'

Opening this summer, "Predator" with Arnold Schwarzenegger.
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* * * * Le Di~clin de I'Empire Americain (The Decline of the American Empire)- A superb French-Canadian film
which humorously dissects the hypocracies
of sexual and loving relationships in modern society. Picked as one of the year's ten
best by Tech reviewers. Opens Friday at
the Coolidge Corner Theatre. (In French
with English subtitles) ,
* Lethal Weapon - lel Gibson is the
"Lethal Weapon" and Danny Glover is his
sidekick in this overly violent tough-cop
movie which features helicopters, heroinsmugglers, head-butts, and three different
types of martial arts. At the Charles and
Cleveland Circle theaters.
* * * Platoon - Oliver Stone's film
depicting an infantryman's view of the
Vietnam war is harrowing and spellbinding
but depicts the war as a whole more honestly than it does its individual characters.
Winner of four Oscars including Best Pic°
ture and Best Director. At Copley Place
and Somerville (Assembly Square)
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Congratulations!
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General Motors Corporation is pleased to announce that GM Scholarships for the 1987-1988 and 19881989
academic years have been awarded to the following students:
John Allen,
Johen Krusac,
Cgynara Wu,

|

|

'89, Mechanical Engineering
'89, Civil Engineering
'89, Electrical Engineering

i
|

of General Motors. Delco
John Krusac and Cynara Wu will be sponsored by the Delco Products Division
international automotive
Products, with its world headquarters in Dayton, Ohio, is a supplier to the
the world. From facilities
industry, and provides products to every major automobile manufacturer in
in Europe, North America, South America, and Japan, Delco Products supplies air management systems,
energy management systems, and wiper systems.
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John Allen will be sponsored by the Fisher Guide Division of General Motors. Fisher Guide, headto the global automotive
a supplier of automotive- components
quartered in Warren, Michigan, is also
,% knrrhA/nrja)L
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naraware,
systems
door
an.c
seat
in
leader
world
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industry. Fisher Guide
America
lighting products, and energy management systems, with manufacturing facilities in North
and Europe.
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IAG ATOY YOU NEED ACOLGE DIPLM,
IT
OF DRIVE.
PLENTY
A.GOOD SUITAND

TO

If you've received your bachelor's deree from a 4-year college, or on RN or graduate degree from an accredited
1, 1986 ancrSeptember 30, 1987,you can qualify forFord's Graduate Assistance Program.
October
institution between
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.

Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and ody ifyou take delivery by August 31, 1987.
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Ford Dealer today.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort EXP.,

I

$400 CASH BACK on a new Tempo.
11N~a _

$400 CASH BACK on a new Mustang.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Taurus.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Thunderbird.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Aerostar.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Ranger.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Bronco II.

lB~1|

ALERS
NEWENGLAND F
SE YOR LOCAL NEW ENGLD FORD) DEALER TODAY.
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MIT graduates 1762 students today

,,

(Continuedfrom page 1)

principals - including MIT
Chairman David Saxon '41,
President Paul E. Gray '54, Honorary Chairman Howard W.
Johnson, Faculty Chairman Mary
C. Potter, Cambridge Mayor
Walter L. Sullivan and Rev. Bernard J. Campbell - will march
from 77 Massachusetts Avenue to
Killian Court.
Provost John M. Deutch '61
will lead the academic procession
as marshal of the academic principals, which include the deans of
MIT's five schools as well as
Dean for Undergraduate Education Margaret L.A. MacVicar
'65, Dean of the Graduate
School Frank E. Perkins '55

June degrees, 1937- 1987
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Dean Charles D. Hollister of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and Professor Kenneth
A. Smith '58, representing the
Whitaker College of Health Sciences.
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profile of Olsen, page 2]
The 1002 bachelor's, 718 master's, 183 doctorates and 26 engineer's degrees to be given out
today is about the same as last
year's total of 1927 degrees given
to 1769 students. In addition to
the degrees being given out today,
MIT conferred 529 degrees in
February 1987 and 352 degrees in
September 1986.
Among today's graduates are
156 who will receive two degrees,
four students who will receive
three degrees, and one who will
receive four degrees.
The day's events will start with
the academic procession at 9:45
am, when the Commencement

,

The Tech

Looking for 1, possibly 2 female
housemates to join 4f, 3m in extraordinary 7 bedroom house in Allston. Available July 1. Call Phil
Apley 787-2831 or 497-6222.

The Class of 1937 division will
be led by its marshal, G. Richard
Young '37. The Graduate Division will be led by Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M. McBay.
Student marshals are the officers
of the Class of 1987 - President
Grace W. Ueng and executive
committee members Sherry K.
Lee and Jeffrey Kung - and
Norman M. Wereley, president of
the Graduate Student Council.
Ueng will present the class gift to
Gray following the commencement address.
As of today, MIT will have
awarded 111,379 degrees since
1868.

Need extra morney? Now is the time
to begin selling Avon. There are territories now available in your area.
Earn $8 to $10 per hour. (Double at
Christmas!} Training is available.
Work your own hours, and there's
no investment to begin! Call Sharon
658-0533

Rain will not dampen
today's ceremony

Excellent income for part time
home assembly work. For info. call
(312) 741-8400 Ext. 871.

MIT has made arrangements
for an alternate graduation program in case of rain, following
the downpour at last year's commencement ceremonies. In the
event of bad weather, degree candidates will robe on the second
floor of the athletic center, and
degrees will be distributed in the
following places:
® All bachelor's degrees will
be awarded by Gray on the first
floor of the Athletics Center.
® Engineering and Architecture and Planning advanced degrees will be awarded by Dean
Gerald L. Wilson and Dean John
de Monchaux, respectively, in du
Pont Gymnasium.
* Science, Humanities and
Social Science and Management
advanced degrees will be awarded
by Dean Gene M. Brown, Dean
Ann E Friedlaender PhD '64 and
Dean Abraham J. Siegel, respectivelv, in Kresge Auditorium.

TWO BEDROOM CONDO Avon Hill
Cambridge. Walk to Harvard, Porter
Square Red Lines. 1120 sq. feet.
Charming, romantic Victorian with
eat-in, modern kitchen, sliders to
southern, sunny flower-boxed
deck. Yard, wood-stove, built-in
cabinets and book-cases, fan windowsskylghtnew
dows, skylight,
new bthi-ona.
bathroom.
Enormous attic for expansion or
storage. $239,500. 868-0839,
492-2626.

2 Students needed this surnmer for
noise and traffic surveys in the New
York City area. Access to car required. Call Tellus, Inc. 58 West
88th St. New York, NY 10024.
212-580-555(.

Dear Faculty member or researcher: Can you use a volunteer? TWO
WAY STREET finds volunteers for
unusual, worthwhile projects. Box
477, Cambridge 02140. Or, phone
868-4131.

Software Enrgirneer i Programmer
needed urgently w/extensive experience in writing windows compatible device drivers and/or drivers
for use w/ postscript laserprinters.
Call Joanna Tamer (61 7) 7233062.
Complete Summer Sublet: House,
elegantly furnished, between Harvard and MIT (Franklin Street) living
room, dining, kitchen, 2 bedrooms,
study, parking, all amenities. Must
have references. Available 6/15/87
- 9/1/87. $1,000 per month. Call
354-2770.
1 Bedroom Condo, Winchester.
Luxurious one bedroom with balcony overlooking a beautiful duckppond. Prime location near town
center. Close to transportation.
Minutes from Boston / Cambridge.
Deeded Parking and Security
Guard. $103,500. Owner 7211615.
PRINTING
2 Color Stripper, A.B. Dick 9810
operator or a multi 1250 operator,
3-5 years experience. Salary negotiable. RECEPTiONIST
Typing, filing, customer service.
CALL 661-4824 OR 876-7310.
one year 3rd classrail
($26 two
years); $36year
one
c 1st mail
lass
y($67 two years);
$40 one year foreign; $8 ne year MIT Mail (2 years
eign;
oneTech
year W20-483
MIT Mail (2 oyears
$13) $8The
PO
ox 29 MIT Branch Cambridge
x 02139.
019Prapamnrq
MaA
Prepayment requ/red.
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Congratulations!

Joir. The Tech'
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ENGINEERS

I

Cubicomp Corporation, the
international leader in 3D
computer graphics for
television broadcast,
graphic arts, and design,
has openings in our
engineering department for
talented people who want
to design the future of
computer graphics.

Mechanical Engineering

Susan Grimm
Major Horton
Ludo Moens
Margaret Urbank
Derek Webb

Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master

Management
Mechanical Engineering
Management
Management
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

Alston Canton
Dale Pilger
Edward Zellner

Master of Science
Master of Science
Master of Science

Gordon

James Pinkney
Jeanne Brooks
Michelle Fichtl

I

I

CUBICOMP
C 0 Ru P 0 R A T I 0 N

-·--

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Bachelor of Science

Rachel Graber
Elihu McMahon
Kenneth Kharbanda

Cubicomp is an equalopportunity employer.

u-

General Motors Corporation is pleased to announce the graduation of
its GM Scholars, GM Fellows, and Sloan Fellows:

Benjamina

If you are excited about a
full-time position working
with a top-notch group of
engineers, and you have a
graduate degree, or an
undergraduate degree with
appropriate job experience,
please send your resume.
No calls, please.

........................

_~~~

Paul Duchnoski

We work on state-of-the-art
software and hardware,
solving problems in
rendering, solid modeling,
animation, user interface
design, and image
processing in a small,
rapidly-growing non-military
companRy.

1-

_

21325 Cabot Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94545 -.II
j
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Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
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Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Management
Mechanical Engineering

Management
Management
Management

Depare

General Motors congratulates these people on their academ ic accomplishments, and wishes them success in their future endeavors.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
I

I

i
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Faculty approves new distribution requirement
(Continued from page 1)
tually be, said Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences Ann F.
Friedlaender PhD '64 last week.
The committee responsible for
implementing the new requirement will not act before getting
student members, Friedlaender
said.
A "reduced list of distribution
subjects" is expected, the proposal states, although the need to
preserve choice and small classroom teaching must be taken-into
account.

The new requirement divides
the humanities, arts and social
sciences into five categories,
modified slightly from the CUP's
original proposal: (1) Literary
and Textual Studies; (2) Language, Thought and Value; (3)
The Arts; (4) Cultures and Societies; and (5) Historical Studies.
Undergraduates will be required to take one distribution

Debate at the meeting
The new distribution requirement will provide needed guidance to students, said Robert W.
Mann '50, professor of mechanical engineering, at the meeting.
Mann said he tried to read Kant
on his own as an undergraduate
and got nowhere.
Several professors who had
previously raised objections to
the proposal and drafted an alternative spoke in favor of the revised version, pointing out that it
is a relatively small change. Louis
Kampf, professor of literature,
said it is not worthwhile to make
small chanlges in important requirements, and if the education
reform movement wants to be
significant it should offer large
changes.

Professor of Phlysics Vera Kistiakowsky said she was displeased
with the process and moved to
postpone the vote until the secsubject from category one Or ond meeting of the fall term. The
two, representing the humanities; motion was defeated.
one from category four or five,
Undergraduate Association
representing the social sciences;
President Manuel Rodriguez '89
and one from one of the remain- said he was gratified with the reinlg three categories.
sponse shown to student protests
The new requirement is de- against the original proposal, but
signed "to provide a more struc-- noted somne students remain distured and intellectually coherent satisfied.
overall HASS requirement," the
The final vote was about 100 to
proposal states.
10 in favor. Approximately 150
Distribution subjects must be faculty members and 30 students
"appropriate for students who
_
I
may never take another subject in
that area of learning,' and "incorporate where appropriate materials and insights drawn from
the full range of contemporary
scholoarship, including that on
women, minorities, and nonwestern cultures," it continues.
The new requirement will take
effect with the Class of 1992.
The faculty also unanimously
approved an optional minor in
the humanities, arts and social

attended the meeting.
Implementation committee
The selection of HASS-D subjects will be up to a committee
appointed by the Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Friedlaender has started recruiting faculty for the committee.
However, Friedlaender stressed
the committee would not take action before getting student representatives. She hoped the membership of the committee,
including students, could be settled over the summer so it could
.begin work immediately in the
fall, noting "that may be too optimistic."
There will be five subcommittees, one for each category, each
with three or four faculty and
one student, Friedlaender said.
Philip Khoury, associate dean of
humanities and social sciences,
will chair an overseeing committee composed of the heads of the
subcommittees and one or two of
the students.

had drawn fire from students at
several forums in April. A group
of students wrote a report for the
Undergraduate Association that
was critical of the proposal.
Some faculty, particularly in foreign languages, objected to the
subject cap and a group of nine
wrote an alternative proposal
with no cap and a somewhat different category system.
Khoury chaired a committee
which reported to the CUP on reactions to the proposal and possiL¢ie changes to it.
The faculty vote marks the end
of a two and a half year odyssey
for the humanities distribution
requirement. An Institute-wide
faculty committee studied it from
the
summer of
1985
to the,_____,__
sumICa,
I,_,=

r

mer of 1986 after previous committees researched the HASS requirement's
history
and
speculated on its future.
The Maier committee's recommendation of a four-subject distribution requirement in four
fields was turned over -to the
School of Humanities and Social
Sciences for modification last fall
when humanities faculty feared it
would underemphasize some
areas and force them to teach
dull survey courses.
Over the winter another committee drawn from HSS department and section heads came up
with the structure of five categories and three required subjects,
which was approved by the CUP
early in the spring.
__

_

ua

"P

The five new distribution categories

-·

Literary and Textual Studies. This category should consist of
subjects devoted to the interpretation of texts, Lo literary traditions, and to genres.
Language, Thought and Yalue. Subjects in this category should
focus on the study of concepts, principles and modes of expression basic to our efforts to understand individuals and their
place in the universe.
The Arts. Subjects in this category may be drawn from music,
History of proposal
the visual arts, drama and dance, and film. They may be historiThe proposal was originally
cal and analytical, or they may be more directly concerned with
scheduled for a vote last month,
the creation of art.
but the faculty agreed to postCultures and Societies. Subjects in this category should study
pone the decision until the hMay
human sociefties by examining forms of social, cultural, ecomeeting after 1400 students
nomic, political, and religious organization and behavior.
signed a proposal urging postHistoricalStudies. Subjects in this category should study the deponement.
velopment of peoples, institutions, or countries over a considerThe CUP's original proposal ---- ablr
- - i --I --------of Lriod
-----i-·
IU-cYI---.
I -- · PLBPCBIL-L
---E--L-.. ~~

____

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Graduating college seniors will want facts oncThe
Grad Bag-complete financial services at
tremendous savings. Call
901,

I

scienlces. A minor will require six

classes in a discipline; departmenlts axid sections will spend
next year working out specific
subject requirements.
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Classifed Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Sexually Transmitted Disease diagnosis-and treatment. Private physician's office. Confidential. Robert
Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon St.,
Brookiine, 232-1459 Ion Green
-Line MBTA3.

E

Spacious, sunny 3-bedroom overlooking Charles River. Two bathrooms, large living room, balcony.
Five minutes walk to Harvard
Square. Available May 11 to September 1. Rent $1,250 per month.
Call David or Charles (617) 4985426.

6
e
E

c

Back Bay Condominium for Sale.
Beautiful riverview, excellent location, charmingly detailed. Onse BR,
two fireplaces, bay windows with
built-in bbench seat, French doors,
wood floors, walk-in closet and
DEEDED PARKING. $248,000C. By
owner. 266-6009.

i
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RESUMES TYPESET $17.501 Half
Copy Store price. Drop off/ pick up
89 Mass. Ave. (Auditorium T.)
$7.50 deposit to man at desk, return to proofread in 2 days. (Make
own copies of original.) Sue 661TYPE.

E

Dear retiree, faculty wife, or student: Looking for an unusual,
worthwhile volunteer job? Consult
TWO WAY STREET, an advisory and
referral service for volunteers. Box
477, Camrbridge 02140. or, call
868-4134.
Wedding Dress. Floor-length, ivory
dress by Jessica McClintock -- size
9. $100 or best offer, Call Lynne:
662-7726 (evening) or x3-4721
(day}.
1987 Dodge Colt. Fair condition,
very reliable, needs brake work,
$300. or best offer call Shannon
787-9890.
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MIIT refuses earmarked
Congressional grants

Suit based on civil rights
and employment contract
Noble claimed he was denied
tenure for speaking out against
Institute policy and administrators. Such grounds for tenure denial are "impermissible" under
the court's decision.
MIT attempted to make Noble
give up his First Amendment
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Smith-Corona Canon
Panasonic
Swintec
and mote
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$358
428
269
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764

AI so, EURAIL PASSES. INT'L
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823 Main Street, Cambridge, MA 02139 497-7200
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FREE Student Travel CataOgi
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90 Mt. Auburn Street at Harvard Square
547-1298
547-2720

[617] 497-1497

COUNCIL TRAVEL
HARVARD SO. CAMSRIE

When you purchase a luncheon
or dinner entree at Rosemary,
show your M.I.T. I.D.
and get a free dessert.
Please present I.D.
before ordering your meal.

Choose from the largest variety of
re
typewriters in the Harvard Squa Area.

254-2511
--

a
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Free Dessert
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Then Our Storage Facilities
Are Perfect For Your Goods!

LUXEMBURG
LONDON
ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
AMSTERDAM
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rights as a prerequisite for ten- which hold that "if there are no
ure, Barnabei said. Employment meaningful reasons given [for
cannot be conditioned on a per- tenure denial] and no grievance
son giving up his rights, she add- procedure when tenure is denied
then the balance tips towards
ed.
Noble's tenure-track position discovery."'
at MIT was based on "established
In another case cited in Welch's
criteria" of tenure review, includ- ruling, the Massachusetts Suing scholarship, teaching and
preme Judicial Court declined to
scholarly service, Barnabei said.
grant privilege to a medical peer
MIT broke its contract with No- review committee, which could
bie by evaluating him on other
have excluded "a potential Pasfactors, she said.
teur or Lister . . . simply because
MIT had moved to dismiss the
he makes waves."
case, but postponed the motion
The court's decision enables
the day before the April hearing.
and his lawyer to see the
Noble
MIT will resubmit the motion to
signatures on all the documents,
dismiss "at the appropriate
but does not permit them to retime," according to Campbell.
veal these names to the public.
Decision based on precedent
"The Institute is happy that
[the ruling] was done with a 'gag'
Welch ruled against granting
order so that [the names] can't be
MIT an academic peer review
released publicly," said Campbell.
privilege and cited precedents

SPONSORED BY THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
FOR MORE INFORMATION-CALL 225-6180

'[71

f

(Continuedfrom page 1)
Bernabei said, however, that
MIT had instruced several witnesses, including former STS
Head Carl Kaysen and current
STS Head Kenneth Keniston, not
to answer certain questions posed
by Noble. She said she now expects to have complete depositions from Kaysen and Keniston,
as well as statements from former Provost Francis E. Low and
President Paul E. Gray '54.

WHERE: 50-306, WALKER MEMORIAL

I
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Noble wins access to tenure papers

WHEN: TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 4-6. PM

Are You Short On
Storage Space?

/V

tI

GAY AND LESBIAN
GRADUATE STUDENT
COFFEEHOUSE

This space donated by The Tech
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Tri-Service ROTC Commissioning ceremonies, conducted by VADM Piotto, will be
held aboard the USS Constitution, "Old Ironsides," docked at the Charlestown Navy
June 2 at 5pm.
I Yards,;-Tuesday,
-- q_
·_
I--·IC-P

Deutch predicted Congress will
disregard statements of opposition from societies and institutions as long as some schools
continue to ask for earmarked
grants.
Deutch said he had spoken
"sternly" to every member of
Congress he knew, but he did not
expect legislators to change their
practices until universities voluntarily stop seeking earmarked
grants.
The agreement by 43 prorminent schools to refuse them is important because it signals "selfthe
among
discipline
community," Deutch continued.
Experts wonder how many of
the recommendations in the special panel's report will win formal
support in Congress or even in
the academic societies themselves, according to the Chronicle
of Higher Education.
Deutch did not think separate
"tracks" for research projects
and facilities grants would solve
the problem, since 'it all comes
out of the same pot of money."

Never be a

-----

*

Halvard K. Birkeland

Universities need "self-discipline"

The special panel report
warned that university-based research would face "serious and
lasting damage" from the divisive
controversy if the practice continues. It suggested that money for
facilities also go through some
kind of merit review, and that scientific agencies offer more money
for construction.
Deutch opposed the earmarked
grants on the principle that
grants should not be awarded for
"political power, rather than
technical merit." Also, he said,
the grants will take resources
away from the best research universities in favor of those in
states with powerful congress-

L

,, ,,- ^

The Reagan administration and
many scientific agencies oppose
earmarked grants, but support in
Congress has kept the grants expanding, putting pressure on all
members to fight for special
funds for universities in their districts.
Schools that have accepted the
grants claim that in bypassing
normal review procedures Congress is rightly taking into account other considerations, such
as economic development. They
also argue that more established
universities dominate in competitive reviews and newer ones need
a chance to get started.

"Serious and lasting damage"

L

.r.., ..,w:, ,.i,q

men.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
There is fear that research programs will become destabilized
and dependent on political fights
in Congress, said the report,
written by a special panel.
Little federal money is available through competitive grant
programs to build or renovate research buildings; instead, universities that want to upgrade their
facilities have increasingly lobbied Congress for individual at-:
tention, said the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Some legislators consider this
practice legitimate, but others
call it "pork-barrel science" and
feel it undermines the credibility
of higher education, the Chronicle continued.
Deutch called the earmarked
grants a "catastrophe" for researchers because they bypass
traditional evaluations of scientific merit, adding that President
Paul E. Gray '54 agrees.
The 43 schools refusing earmarked grants include many of
the most prestigious research universities in the country. They are
regarded as having the most to
lose from earmarked grants,
since they do well in competitive
reviews. They represent the bulk
of the American Association of
Universities, which polled its
members by mail last month.
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Valid at Lunch: Mon. - Thurs., 11:30am-3:00pm
Valid at Dinner: Tues. - Thurs., 5:00pm-11:00pm
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CRI
Special offer for
Graduating Students*-$1,000 fine of credit

SHOP BY
PHONE
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SHORT ON
CASH
Get a BayBanks Credit Card
Today!i.i
GET AWAY
ON THE
TOW"
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*To receive a BayBanks Credit Card,
graduating students must have a job
offer and no negative credit history.
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Across the street or across the country, aBayBanks Credit Card
gives you real purchasing power.
And it's easy to qualify. 'For your application, simply stop by either
of Our convenient locations at 266 Main Street inKendall Square or at
4Cambridge Center, and ask for"Graduating
a
Student" CreditCard
package.
D o it today!
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